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Abstract 
In this master thesis the potential value of using RFID technology in train depots has been 
investigated. Train depots are a crucial part of the railway system as safe and timely traffic relies 
on the maintenance activities preformed in them. The Swedish passenger train traffic is expected 
to increase significantly in the coming years and the ability to expand the existing train depots is 
limited. Optimal utilization of depots, achieved by efficient and effective operations, is therefore 
crucial. Coordinating the activities within depots is a complex activity due to the limited 
resources, inflexible infrastructure and the need for continuous monitoring due to unforeseen 
events. The complexity is further increased with the large number of independent actors. Due to 
EU-directives all member nations have to liberalize their passenger railway markets, enabling 
new actors to enter the market.  
 
Sweden's passenger railway market was fully deregulated in 2010. For this thesis a case study on 
one of the largest depots in Sweden has been conducted to examine how RFID technology can 
enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of its depot operations. The most important factors for 
achieving this is to facilitate an efficient flow of vehicles between service stations and efficient 
and accurate flow of communication between the many actors. Based on this, three key 
objectives were identified for achieving effective and efficient depot operations; communication, 
coordination and transparency. The benefits of RFID have been analyzed within the areas; asset 
tracking, maintenance and safety, and opportunities for achieving the key objectives were 
identified within each of these areas. The findings show that RFID enables for better utilization 
of resources, which allows more trains to use the depot. Also, cost savings can be captured by 
automating manual tasks. The effectiveness of the maintenance operations can be improved by 
elimination of non-value adding activities and the risk of mistakes due to the human factor. It 
was also discovered that the transparent data that RFID provides can improve stakeholder 
relations and that it could be used for identification of problem areas. Conclusively, the findings 
of the study show that effectiveness and efficiency of train depots can be improved with the use 
of RFID to meet the future demands of an increased passenger train traffic. 
 
 
Key-words: RFID, effective and efficient train maintenance, deregulated train markets, optimal 
utilization of train depots. 
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Sammanfattning 
I den här uppsatsen har nyttan av att använda RFID i tågdepåer analyserats. Tågdepåer är en 
viktig del av järnvägssystemet då majoriteten av allt tågunderhåll sker där. Den svenska 
tågtrafiken förväntas att öka markant framöver men möjligheten att bygga ut de befintliga 
tågdepåerna är begränsad på grund av den knappa tillgången till mark i anslutning till depåerna. 
För att hantera den ökade tågtrafiken är det därför viktigt att verksamheten i depåer sker så 
effektivt som möjligt för att uppnå optimalt resursutnyttjande. Att koordinera flödet av fordon 
genom depån är en komplex uppgift på grund av de begränsade resurserna och den stela 
infrastrukturen. Ytterligare en faktor som bidrar till komplexiteten är det stora antalet aktörer 
som är verksamma i depån. Till följd av att den svenska tågmarknaden avreglerades så har 
antalet självständiga aktörer på marknaden ökat, vilket gör det svårt att samordna aktiviteterna 
inom depåer. I enlighet med rådande EU-direktiv kommer alla medlemsländer under de närmaste 
åren att avreglera sina marknader för persontåg, vilket tillåter nya aktörer att gå in på marknaden. 

 
I den här uppsatsen har en fallstudie av en av Sveriges största tågdepåer genomförts för att 
undersöka hur verksamheten inom depån kan effektiviseras med hjälp av RFID. För att uppnå en 
effektiv depåverksamhet är det viktigt att säkerställa effektiv kommunikation mellan aktörer och 
förflyttning av tåg. I enlighet med detta har tre nyckelfaktorer identifierats för att uppnå 
effektivitet i depån; koordination, kommunikation och transparens. Vidare har värdet av att 
implementera RFID analyserats inom tre områden; lokalisering av fordon, underhåll och 
säkerhet. Inom samtliga områden har möjligheter att uppnå de tre nyckelfaktorerna identifierats. 
Resultatet visar att kostnadsbesparingar kan uppnås genom bättre resursutnyttjande och 
automatisering av manuella uppgifter. Bättre resursutnyttjande gör det även möjligt för fler 
fordon att använda depåns faciliteter. Effektivitetsökningar kan uppnås genom att icke-
värdeskapande aktiviteter elimineras och fel orsakade av den mänskliga faktorn reduceras. 
Resultatet visar även att relationerna mellan olika aktörer kan förbättras eftersom mer precis 
information delas, vilket kan förhindra uppkomsten av oenigheter. Datan från RFID kan också 
användas för att identifiera problemområden och ligga till underlag för analys av framtida 
projekt. Sammanfattningsvis visar resultatet av studien att effektiviteten i tågdepåer kan 
förbättras med hjälp av RFID för att kunna hantera en framtida ökning av tågtrafiken. 
 
Nyckelord: RFID, effektivt tågunderhåll, avreglerade tågmarknader, optimalt utnyttjande av 
tågdepåer. 
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1 Introduction

This master thesis aims to examine the potential benefits of implementing RFID technology in train

depots for increased efficiency and effectiveness. The Swedish train traffic is expected to increase

exponentially with two percent per year until 2030 (Trafikverket, 2014). This will result in an

increase of 25% from today. The predicted increase in traffic demands for effective and efficient

maintenance of trains to ensure the comfort of travellers as well as safe and timely train traffic.

The main part of the train maintenance is performed in train depots, which provide facilities for

maintenance services such as cleaning, reparations and decontamination. To aid efficient services

in-between routs, depots are often located close to departure and end stations. These stations are

typically located in large cities where available land is limited and hence the ability to build new or

expand existing depots with new facilities at these locations is restricted. Further, the occupancy

rates in the existing depots are high (SOU, 2013) so in order to be able to handle the predicted

increase of train traffic in the coming years, the operations performed in the depots need to be

carried out in an effective and efficient manner.

Depot operations can be described as a complex system of many actors. Each time a vehicle visits a

depot it passes several service stations and actors. RFID is widely used in supply chain management

to ease the coordination of products as they pass through different stakeholders in the supply chain

(Khoo, 2013). This thesis examines if similar benefits can be captured by tracking vehicles in train

depots. Further, the operations and the communication within Swedish depots are to a high degree

analogous. There are examples of railway systems in other countries which have utilized RFID

technology to automate the collection and transmission of data. Successfully implemented RFID

solutions can bring benefits within asset management, maintenance and increased safety (Novanta,

2018a; Tagmaster, 2019). For example, the Finish state owned railroad operator VR group has

employed RFID technology to track rail-freight wagons, locomotives and passenger cars with the

aim to increase efficiency in rail yard processes, better manage rail-car inventory and maintenance

orders. This has enabled cost savings as several analogous activities have been automated (Wessel,

2011). Although there is some literature on implementation of RFID in train depots, the field of

research is still limited. Additionally, RFID is not widely used in the Swedish railway industry, the

only large scale implementation has been done by the Swedish Transport Administration who has

deployed approximately 180 RFID sensors along the rail tracks to prevent damage of the rail-cars

and tracks (Trafikverket, 2015). Given examples of successful implementations of RFID in train

depots in other countries, it would be valuable to investigate if the same benefits can be captured

by Swedish train depots.

This thesis aims to examine how maintenance operations of trains in the Swedish railway system

can be improved by implementing RFID in depots. The research has been conducted as a case

study of one of the largest train depots in Sweden. For each service area of the depot, research

has been conducted in order to examine if and how RFID could bring value. The research has a
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qualitative approach and the interests of all stakeholders of the depot have been considered.

1.1 Aim and objectives

This thesis aims to investigate how RFID can bring value to train depots by improving the efficiency

and effectiveness of the operational activities. The objective was to understand the operational

activities for each maintenance service, the coordination of vehicles between them and how the

efficiency and effectiveness of the operations is affected by the large number of actors. Further, the

objective was to understand the complexity of coordinating depot operations with a large number

of actors, and how such a complex system can benefit from automating parts of the operations with

RFID.

1.2 Research questions

Given the aim of the research, a main research question was derived:

MRQ: How does RFID bring value to the operations within train depots in a deregulated mar-

ket?

Efficiency and effectiveness within depots are crucial factors for achieving safe and timely train

traffic, one must understand how these factors are achieved in order to answer the main research

question. Therefore, sub-question one was formulated:

SRQ1: What are the key objectives for achieving efficient and effective depot operations?

To investigate if RFID technology can be used for achieving the objectives identified in SRQ1,

one must understand what information that can be collected with RFID and if it can be used for

reaching the objectives.

SRQ2: What data, that can be collected with RFID technology, brings value?

1.3 Delimitations

This study solely examines the Swedish railway market, hence insights from other deregulated

railway markets have not been taken into consideration. Due to the time-frame of the research,

the study was limited to include a case study of only one depot. However, the case study was

performed on one of the largest train depots in Sweden, which offer services for most of the required

maintenance activities. Numerous actors are operating the depot, the insights provided by the

case depot were therefore considered sufficient for the case study as several different actors were

represented and most maintenance activities were considered. Further, the research focuses on the

strategical value of RFID and does not address technical aspects.
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1.4 Thesis outline

The thesis follows the structure presented below.

Literature

This chapter provides an overview of the theoretical framework that the thesis was built upon.

It gives the reader an understanding of the technology behind RFID and provides an overview of

RFID applications in the railway industry and in other comparable industries. A framework for

analyzing transportation systems is presented and the effects that deregulation of railway markets

has on such systems is examined, emphasizing the complexities of systems with a large number of

independent actors.

Methodology

In this chapter the methodology of the research is presented. The research process is discussed as

well as the specific methods used. Lastly, in this chapter the quality of the research is discussed in

terms of validity and reliability.

Results & Analysis

This chapter presents the findings from the case study and the data collection. It specifically focuses

on describing and analyzing the different depot operations and the roles and relations between the

different stakeholders in the depot.

Discussion

In this chapter the results of the research are discussed. Case specific benefits are discussed and

a potential road map for capturing the values is presented. Values for countries that are about to

deregulate their markets are also discussed.

Conclusion

This chapter summarizes the research by answering the stated research questions. The theoret-

ical and practical contribution of the research as well as limitations and future research are also

presented.
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2 Literature Review

This chapter provides an overview of the theoretical framework that this thesis was based on. Ini-

tially, the chapter provides an overview of the technology of RFID. Previous research on RFID

applications in the railway industry is then presented, this section has been broadened to also in-

clude research on RFID in other comparable industries. A framework for analyzing systems in

transportation is presented, on which the analysis of this thesis largely is built upon. Lastly, the ef-

fects that deregulation of railway markets has on such systems is examined, emphasizing complexities

with respect to a large number of independent actors.

2.1 History of RFID

Radio frequency identification (RFID) is a radio technology used to communicate information be-

tween a stationary location and a movable object. The technology can bring many benefits to

organizations such as increased process efficiency, visibility, accuracy and security. The technology

is therefore used for a wide range of applications as for example automatic toll collection, traffic

management, automatic parking, anti-theft devices on automobiles and automatic gate openers

(Landt, 2005).

The first RFID technology was called “the identity friend or foe” (IFFF) system and was developed

by the British army during the second world war. The purpose of the system was to distinguish

between their own returning aircrafts and that of the enemy. The British aircrafts where therefore

equipped with transponders that would respond to interrogating signals from the base station (Us-

tundag, 2013). It was not until the 1960s that RFID was used for commercial activities when the

electronic article surveillance (EAS) equipment was developed to prevent theft of merchandise. In

the 1970s significant technological advancements were realized as RFID had gained notable atten-

tion from academic institutions and research laboratories. During this period RFID was primarily

under development with the intended application of vehicle tracking, animal tracking and factory

automation. In the 1990s, RFID was deployed in wide scale when the world’s first electronic tolling

system was implemented on an open highway in the United States. Over 3 million RFID tags

were installed on vehicles that could pass the toll collection points at highway speed. Given the

promising benefits of RFID, the rail industry also followed suit and started adopting the technology

to automate tedious processes. This included ticketing and tracking of railcars (Novanta, 2018a).

Advancement and miniaturization during the early 2000s have made it possible to build tags as

sticky labels that can easily be attached to windshields and objects. With a growing interest in

telematics, mobile commerce and article tracking RFID has now entered the mainstream (Landt,

2005).
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2.2 RFID Technology

Sellitto et al. (2007) describe radio frequency identification (RFID) as a wireless technology that

uses electromagnetic fields to automatically identify tags attached to physical objects. The tech-

nology is made up of three components; a transponder, or tag, an interrogator, or reader and an

antenna, see figure 2. The tag is located on the object to be identified and consists of an electronic

microchip that contains uniquely identifying information assigned to the individual object and an

antenna which receives and transmits radio frequency signals. The identifying information consti-

tutes an electronic product code (EPC) similar to a bar code label that stores product specific data

such as serial numbers, manufacturing codes and installation dates. The second component is a

reading device that can induce communication between the reader and the tag, allowing for data

to be exchanged between the two components. When a tagged object comes within the range of

an antenna, electromagnetic energy triggers the tag to transmit its stored data in the form of radio

waves. The radio waves are picked up by the antenna and sent to the reader, which decodes the

waves as digital information. When the data is received by the reader, the information is sent to a

data processing system which pre-processes the data and forwards it to a networked database that

stores the product information (Ustundag, 2013). A variety of coding techniques and modulations

have been used in RFID systems. The system can either be read only and transfer data in one

direction from the tag to the reader. Or it can be read-write, allowing for data to be written on to

a memory in the tag (Finkenzeller, 2010).

Figure 1: RFID system including tag, antenna, reader and software.

The RFID system is capable of collecting signals from multiple tags simultaneously and unlike

bar code technology RFID has a long read range and does not require line of sight. Furthermore,

studies show that RFID tags have a high-degree of tolerance to solvents and extreme temperature

and pressure conditions (Leung et al., 2010). Hence, RFID technology can be used in different
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environmental conditions. These are according to Ustundag (2013) the characteristics that make

RFID superior to bar code technology and the main reasons for why it is being widely spread in

different application areas.

RFID tags

The RFID tag is categorized by its source of energy and can be either active, semi-active, semi-

passive, or passive. Active, semi-active and semi-passive tags contain a power source, typically in

the form of a battery, and can facilitate communication of more resource intensive data over longer

distances than passive tags (Omni-ID, 2011). Passive tags do not have their own power source,

instead they are activated by radio energy that is transmitted by the reader (Finkenzeller, 2010).

Active RFID tags

An active tag contains both a transmitter and a power source. Therefore, the read range is longer

than that of a passive tag and larger data streams can be transmitted. The long reading range of

30-100 meters or more makes active tags useful for applications such as tracking of heavy equipment

and containers in rail depots and shipyards (Omni-ID, 2011). However, active tags are significantly

more expensive than passive tags. The battery in active tags typically last for between three to

five years and the tag is usually replaced when the battery dies. Active tags operate in a frequency

rate of 433 – 915 MHz (Smiley, 2016; Roberti, 2017).

There are two types of active tags: transponders and beacons. Transponders are commonly used

in toll-collection and secure access control. The transponder is latent until a specific frequency is

detected that causes it to transmit its unique ID. This allows the tag to conserve its battery life

when it is out of range of the reader, which makes it very efficient compared to other battery-run

tags. Transponders can also store and transmit much larger amounts of data than other types of

tags.

Beacons are simpler than transponders and are commonly used in location applications. Rather

than being activated by a reader, a beacon transmits its ID at fixed intervals. For example, sensor

beacons can be used to prevent food spoilage in containers with frozen food. A sensor beacon is

installed in the container to broadcast the temperature. A rise in temperature is detected by a

receiver that generates an alert if the temperature reaches a certain level.

Passive RFID tags

Passive tags do not have an internal power source, instead the tags are activated by radio energy

that is transmitted by the reader. Because there is no internal power source, passive tags are both

smaller and cheaper than battery-run tags. Passive tags also have a significantly longer lifetime and

can often last for decades. For these reasons, they are commonly used in applications where a large

number of tags is required, as for supply chain management, asset tracking and retail (Omni-ID,

2011).
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Passive tags can operate within three main frequencies (Smiley, 2016):

• Low Frequency (125-134 KHz). This frequency has a long wavelength and short read range

of about one to ten centimetres. Low frequency RFID is not affected much by water or metal

and is therefore typically used for animal tracking.

• High Frequency or Near Field Communication (13.56 MHz). This is a medium wavelength

with a read range of up to one meter. This frequency is used for applications that do not

require long read ranges such as passport security.

• Ultra-High Frequency (865-960 MHz). This frequency has a short wavelength and thus long

read range of five to six meters. The shorter wavelength permits the tag to operate with

smaller antennas, which allows the size of the tag to be smaller. Ultra-High frequency also

transfers data faster than both low and high frequency.

The read range is determined by the wavelength and so the application options. Typically, higher

frequencies have high-energy, short wavelengths and thus long read ranges. However, higher fre-

quencies generally have more issues with penetrating the material as the waves are more likely to

be absorbed or reflected. Water and metals are materials that are classified as non-RFID-friendly.

Water has the ability to absorb radio waves, which hinders tags from collecting enough energy to

operate. In addition, reflections occur with materials that conduct electricity. Therefore, metals

can create a disturbing environment for RFID systems. However, techniques have been developed

to help mitigate these effects and Ultra-High frequency RFID is becoming more commonly used in

metallic and liquid surroundings (AtlasRFID, 2019).

Passive Ultra-High frequency (UHF) RFID has many advantages and is therefore effective in many

application areas. UHF tags need little power to receive and transmit signals which makes them

very efficient even at long distances. Since the tags are small and inexpensive, UHF RFID is com-

monly used in retail supply chains where the tags are discarded after being used. The disadvantage

of passive UHF is however the inability to function efficiently in environments containing metals

and liquid (Omni-ID, 2011).

Readers

RFID readers can be either fixed or mobile. Fixed readers are mounted onto stationary locations

while mobile readers are handheld devices that communicate with a host computer. Mobile RFID

readers can either have an onboard computer or they can use Bluetooth or Auxiliary connection

to a smart device. Fixed readers can have a built-in antenna and are then called integrated read-

ers. These are usually aesthetically pleasing and designed for indoor applications. Typically, fixed

readers have external antenna ports that can connect to antennas from anywhere. The number of

antennas connected to the reader determines the coverage area. Applications with large coverage

areas require several antennas whereas applications with small coverage areas might only need one.
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The reader will usually be the most expensive component in a RFID system and can vary greatly

in price depending on features and functionality (AtlasRFID, 2019).

Middleware

The tag and reader constitute the hardware of the RFID network. To control the interface between

the core enterprise software and the RFID network, middleware software is used. The middleware

software consists of an EPC server, a RFID task manager and a RFID information management sys-

tem. The tag information is converted by the EPC server into more meaningful business data. The

core enterprise system sends high level job requests to the RFID information management system

which converts the commands into low level, RFID network specific, instructions understandable

for the RFID readers. The commands are then sent to the RFID task manager, which manages

the subsequent execution process and passes on the commands to the appropriate RFID readers.

On the way back, the EPC server sends the tag information to the RFID task manager. The data

is then passed on to the information management system which formulates a high-level response

to the core enterprise system (Karmakar, 2013). The middleware filters and aggregates the data

so that only the relevant data is sent to the enterprise system. The enterprise system constitutes

the highest level of the RFID system and archives, analyses and distributes the data (Dutta et al.,

2007).

2.3 Value proposition and application areas of RFID

Technological advancements of RFID hardware have led to significant performance improvements

and cost reductions. As a result, the range of application areas has steadily increased to include

retail, logistics and manufacturing as well as industries with higher reliability requirements such as

healthcare delivery, defence and aircraft servicing (Dutta et al., 2007; Ustundag, 2013). Chao et al.

(2007) define RFID as a strategic technology tool, redesigning business processes, cutting costs, and

improving the operational performance. Hence, the technology is being employed by an increasing

variety of enterprises to strengthen their managers’ ability to enhance organizational change and

to manage growth in an increasingly competitive environment.

Academic research in RFID have been largely focused on the retail industry (Sellitto et al., 2007;

Bhattacharya et al., 2010; Gebhard et al., 2013) and supply chain management (Sari, 2010; Pero

and Rossi, 2014; Sarac et al., 2010). As the operations in depots can be described as a chain of in-

terdependent maintenance activities, studying RFID in supply chain management can bring insight

to the case. In the context of supply chain management RFID is the most important technology

for enabling traceability of components and finished products (Herrmann et al., 2015). The most

important problems encountered in supply chain management result from the lack of real-time in-

formation regarding order status, delivery times and inventory levels. As supply chains are often

characterized by fragmented business processes, companies need a way to manage numerous dis-

parate sources of information (Khoo, 2013). With RFID, information regarding the current location

and status of products can be gathered and made visible in real-time, which enables for companies
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to synchronize their supply chains for enhanced productivity (Ustundag, 2013). RFID improves

inventory flows by accelerating operational processes such as tracking, checkout, counting and ship-

ping. The data generated from RFID can be integrated to the companies’ IT systems for better

supply chain planning and management. Moreover, improved supply chain coordination increases

process efficiency which reduces cycle times and inventory levels. In addition, manual errors can

be avoided, and mistakes detected earlier which improves quality. The greatest benefits of imple-

menting RFID in supply chains are summed by Ustundag (2013) as; increased efficiency, visibility,

accuracy and security. RFID is used for inventory applications by manufacturers, distributors,

logistics providers and retailers Khoo (2013). Hence, RFID readers are used to track and transfer

data at different stages or locations to different stakeholders in an open system for later processing

of a product. The technology therefore needs to support data sharing and transfer between different

stakeholders in the supply chain. Moreover, it needs to support the transfer of ownership and mul-

tiple authorizations as the product moves along the supply chain. Open standards are favourable

as it makes the RFID system interoperable and removes vendor-imposed boundaries to read and

write information.

RFID is widely used in the railway industry for automatic data collection. There are numerous ap-

plication areas and the technology has proven to be a very effective form of automation, enhancing

efficiency (Novanta, 2018b; Balog et al., 2015). Complex transport systems can be automated with

RFID, improving the flow of information. (Malakar and Roy, 2014; Balog et al., 2015). In rail,

RFID tags are attached to either the vehicle or on the track-side. If the tags are attached to the

vehicle, they are programmed with basic information such as company, identification number and

details about the railcar content (Novanta, 2018b; Tagmaster, 2019; Balog et al., 2015; Masek et al.,

2016). The information is often cross referenced to a database providing more regularly updated

information such as information regarding the cargo, origin and destination. This information is

accurately read at defined locations where RFID readers are placed. Information regarding passage

time and direction of movement can also be provided at these locations.
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Figure 2: Example of a RFID system in the railway system.

There are several other available techniques for automatic data collection, infrared systems and

barcodes to mention a few. However, in comparison with other techniques, RFID offers easier ap-

plication in automated systems and greater scanning speed, enabling scanning of high speed trains

(Masek et al., 2016). Another advantage of RFID is the robustness of the technology. It can operate

in all weather conditions and does not require a line of sight, which means that the tags can be

covered in dirt or paint (Novanta, 2018b). Alternative techniques such as infrared and barcodes do

not operate well in the mentioned conditions. Further, passive RFID tags do not require a power

source, thus they have a very long life time.

Successfully implemented RFID can bring benefits within four main areas; asset management,

efficient ticketing, maintenance and increased safety (Novanta, 2018b; Tagmaster, 2019). Three of

these areas concern the operations in depots;

• Asset tracking: RFID can be used for tracking equipment and railcars to ensure traceability

and maximized utilization of assets.

• Maintenance: Track the service and repair history of individual vehicles to ensure efficient

maintenance and prevent mechanical issues.

• Safety: Ensure safety of track side work crew and passengers. In use with other techniques

RFID can be used to detect defects on i.e. wheels and axle bearings.

Moreover, obtained benefits of improved asset management and maintenance include reduced op-

erating costs. This is obtained through better utilization of equipment and reduction of mistakes

due to the human factor.

Masek et al. (2016) state that the greatest cost savings can be expected in marshalling yards,

driven from time savings obtained through automatization of activities related to documentation
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and preparation of shunting lists and train consists lists. These activities require a considerable

amount of time and staff, hence great time and cost savings can be found by automating these ac-

tivities. Furthermore, automatization could reduce the risk of errors in collecting and transmitting

data caused by the human factor.

2.3.1 Asset tracking

For applications requiring automatic identification or positioning of a passing train the most suit-

able systems have tags mounted on the trains and readers mounted either on the side of the track or

on the sleepers (Tagmaster, 2019). In its simplest form, this is an AVI system (Automatic Vehicle

Identification) where a track-side reader registers the passage of the train and sends the tag data

containing the unique vehicle ID to the supervising system. The AVI system can also determine

the travel direction, orientation, axle count, speed and length of the vehicle (GS1, 2015).

As vehicles are densely deployed in depots, manually finding specific vehicles can be time con-

suming. He et al. (2014) have conducted a case study, where a real-time vehicle tracking system

using RFID was deployed in the Hong Kong MTR Tuen Mun depot. Using RFID, the real-time

position of vehicles was localized and sent to the control center via a wireless mesh network. The

case study suggests that tags should be attached to the sleepers and readers to the vehicles. Figure

3 shows the system architecture suggested by the authors of the study. Further, the system provides

a GUI to display the real-time position of all vehicles in the depot. The application can be used by

the control center to monitor the vehicles in the depot.

Figure 3: System architecture of in-depot real-time vehicle tracking system in Hong Kong MTR
Tuen Mun depot (He et al., 2014).
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In the study, the following four objectives were identified as crucial for the application scenario.

1. Localization of low speed, densely deployed, indoor vehicles: Vehicles are densely

parked in the depot and have to be moved in low speed. In the case depot most of the facilities

were inside a building.

2. Accuracy: The distance in-between tracks have to be taken into consideration to avoid to

falsely locate vehicles to an adjacent track. In the case depot the localization error needed to

be less than 2.5 meters.

3. Real-time: The location of the vehicles has to be transmitted to the control centre in real-

time in order to display real-time positioning of the vehicles.

4. Low cost: The system, including the tracking devices should be easily deployed to a low cost.

In the case study, a large amount of reading points was needed to accurately provide exact

positioning of the vehicles. As readers are significantly more expensive than tags, attaching

readers to the vehicles was the best solution from a cost perspective. A total number of 500

tags were deployed in the study.

The system was evaluated through extensive on-site experiments and the result shows that the

performance of the system met the requirements well.

Asset management systems have also been implemented by the London Underground and TRTC

Tawian (Tagmaster, 2019; Jackson, 2016). The London Underground uses a RFID based train

location system for four of its train lines to compare the real-time location of the trains to their

scheduled location. Based on this information, the system can modify the traffic pattern, com-

mand trains to run slower if the system predicts the train will arrive at the platform too early and

send real-time information to passenger displays at stations (Jackson, 2016). TRTC Taiwan has

equipped its driverless vehicles with RFID readers to allow the vehicle to stop at an exact position

at stations, aligned with the station platform doors (Tagmaster, 2019).

Similar to operations in train depots, aircraft maintenance is carried out at different service stations.

By implementing RFID for asset tracking Saygin and Tamma (2012) have studied dynamic resource

allocation for aircraft maintenance operations. Saygin and Tamma (2012) argue that by deploying

an asset tracking system traditional drawbacks can be avoided. However, without integration with

appropriate decision-making systems, it only facilitates collection of raw data. A RFID-enabled

shared resource management system that senses the location of resources and responds to opera-

tional needs by allocating them dynamically between stations is proposed. (Saygin and Tamma,

2012) find that since calibration issues are critical for service operations RFID tracking is always

valuable. However, the greatest value can be found in systems with a limited number of resources.
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2.3.2 Maintenance

Literature on the effects of implementing RFID in maintenance operations in the railway industry

is fairly limited. However, studies on maintenance operations within the aircraft industry emphasis

that RFID technology has high potential to bring value to maintenance management (Ngai et al.,

2014; Ustundag, 2013). Particularly three main advantages are identified: maintenance operations’

cycle times are reduced; less safety stock is required; and quality is improved. Alike train operators,

airline operators typically outsource long-term and workshop maintenance of aircrafts to indepen-

dent maintenance, repair, and overhaul service providers. The efficiency of the service providers’

processes is impacted by inadequate inventory management of parts, human errors and checking

procedures. In addition, it is very costly to have an airplane idle during maintenance, hence air-

craft maintenance needs to be executed efficiently. For these reasons Ngai et al. (2014) examine

the potential of using RFID in the maintenance process by tagging aircraft parts and tools. The

result shows a close to 30 percent reduction of per-lead-time-period expected costs. Further, with

full visibility of the flow of repaired components enabled by RFID, the maintenance company was

able to reduce its safety stock while maintaining the same low level of service interruption. The

study found that RFID can enhance visibility which allows organizations to track orders through

the supply chain, enabling more accurate scheduling of operations and personnel and thus reducing

downtime. Further, the traceability enabled with RFID ensures that specific parts that have been

dismantled for repair have been handled properly and sent to the designated facilities without de-

lays. It also ensures that repaired components are correctly retrieved and re-installed to the planes.

When RFID is used in rail for maintenance activities, it is primarily used for automation of in-

formation exchange rather than tracking specific components of the vehicle as described in the

aircraft case. AVI systems for asset management are often installed in combination with different

sensor systems called Wayside Train Monitoring Systems (WTMS) (GS1, 2015). WTMS are used

as a means to reduce accidents by enabling preventative maintenance and improving rail system

reliability. Sensor devices are mounted on the side of the track and measures the condition of the

rolling stock. Four examples of sensor devices are:

• Hot Axle-Box Detectors – measures the temperature of the wheel and axle bearing to identify

those that require maintenance or repairs.

• Wheel Impact Load Detector - identifies improper loading of vehicles and wheel defects by

measuring static and dynamic forces between rail and wheel.

• Acoustic Axle Bearing Monitoring – measures the degradation of an axle bearing with acoustic

sensors.

• Automatic Pantograph Monitoring Systems – recognizes broken pantograph carbon stripes

using high speed cameras and image processors.

An AVI system automatically links the measurement results to the specific vehicle. Moreover, the

system can be used to identify all passing vehicles in their respective order in a trainset and detect
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the presence of a vehicle with a missing or broken tag. Without the use of RFID, the data from

the measurement system cannot be linked to a specific vehicle. The Swedish Transportation Ad-

ministration has implemented such a system and placed readers at over 180 sites around Sweden

(Trafikverket, 2015). The system is available to all stakeholders who have equipped their vehicles

with RFID tags according to GS1 standard. If the system identifies any critical defects an alarm is

sent to the receiver and the vehicle causing the alarm is then manually sought for reparation.

When a train passes one of the RFID-readers placed along the railway the vehicle composition

is sent by the AVI-system as a standardized message (EPCIS) to the receiver. The message consists

of a “transaction event” with information about the whole train and a “object event” containing

more information about every vehicle with a RFID-tag. Vehicles without RFID-tags will not create

any object events. Figure 4 shows an example message from a train passing a RFID-reader. The

trainset consists of three vehicles out of which the middle vehicle does not have any tags. When

a train passes a detector the measured values and potential alarms are sent to the receiver. By

installing a network of AVI systems and detectors along the tracks and mounting RFID tags on all

vehicles, full exploitation of data registered by the fault detection system has enabled for predictive

maintenance and improved safety of railway operations (Trafikverket, 2018).

Figure 4: Train passing an AVI system

Finish VR group has used passive UHF RFID to automate some of the work orders in its train

depots (Wessel, 2011). Maintenance workers are equipped with handheld readers to automatically

identify wagons by walking alongside the train and interrogating each vehicle’s tags. The work or-

ders are delivered digitally to the devices at the time they are required. Before the implementation

of RFID, mangers at individual sites assigned work orders to the employees manually using pen

and paper. Once the task was finished, the employees entered the information into a database.

By automating the instructions regarding incoming and outgoing trains, VR group was able to

consolidate such planning from 50 sites down to 14.
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Another example is the train management company Tube Lines that in 2006 installed RFID in

parts of the London subway system to ensure that maintenance of the tracks was carried out prop-

erly (Collins, 2006). Tube Lines is one of three companies responsible for maintaining London’s

underground rail system. The company is responsible for ensuring that safety and maintenance

standards are met for parts of the London track network and the trains running over the tracks.

As part of the RFID implementation, tags have been installed on the railway sleepers with chips

containing information about when the sleeper was laid and when it was last repaired (Whitby,

2007). RFID was chosen over barcode technology as the tags can store more information, are more

robust and can broadcast their location on the sleeper to the maintenance workers’ mobile devices.

The tags replaced plastic nameplates that were placed on sleepers every 100 meters in order for

maintenance workers to be able to identify damaged sleepers. The long distance between markers

often caused the workers to incorrectly estimate a sleeper’s exact location. However, RFID tags are

cheaper than the nameplates and can be placed within shorter intervals.

The implementation of RFID also covers the washing of trains, which is carried out by subcon-

tractors at Tube Lines’ main depot (Collins, 2006). Before installing RFID, the company was not

confident that the washing of trains was carried out properly by the subcontractors. By installing

RFID readers to the portals at the entrance and exit of the cleaning area and passive UHF tags to

the trains, the company could track exactly when a washing work began and finished.

RFID tags have also been affixed within one window of each passenger car to track the clean-

ing process inside the cars. All cleaning staff are equipped with hand held computers to which a list

of the required duties is automatically uploaded, when a task is completed the cleaner marks it as

finished. Once all tasks are finished, the cleaner places the hand held computer within a few inches

from the RFID tag in the window to signal that the car has been cleaned. The cleaning data is also

sent from the hand held computer to Tube Line’s back-office system via a wireless LAN covering

the train depot. Before the introduction of RFID, the cleaning of trains was a 13-step process and

a paper-based system. With RFID and the handheld devices, the process was minimized to only

include two steps with real-time notifications of the completed work.

According to a project manager of Tube Lines, the RFID initiative using mobile readers has im-

proved the productivity and efficiency of the maintenance operations (Whitby, 2007). One of the

greatest benefits was the ability to digitize the largely paper-based system, which has enabled for

management to spend more time on value adding activities rather than inputting data. Further,

budgets and operating functions can now be managed better.

2.3.3 Safety

RFID systems developed for asset management or maintenance can in many cases also be used for

improving safety. Knowing the real-time positioning of trains is critical for the safety of passengers

and drivers, hence RFID systems for asset tracking can be used to prevent collision accidents (He
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et al., 2014). Malakar and Roy (2014) suggest that collisions resulting in damage of equipment

and property or in worst case loss of life can be prevented by the use of RFID. These incidents

are often the result of a driver failing to ensure that the train stops at a stop signal. Many of the

systems introduced to prevent such situations are based on GPS technology which may not work

in environments with insufficient signal.

By continually monitoring the condition of vehicles, accidents can be avoided. For example, the

network of AVI and sensor systems installed along the Swedish railway improves the safety of the

passengers GS1 (2015). The system can reduce accidents caused by for example axle bearings not

being properly monitored (Malakar and Roy, 2014).

2.3.4 Evaluating the benefits

As described above, RFID technology can be viewed as an important tool for improving efficiency

and effectiveness. But it can also be seen as a tool for continuous improvements as it contributes

to identifying areas where processes can be improved (Ustundag, 2013). However, a number of

challenges need to be hurdled to fully leverage the benefits of the technology (Ngai et al., 2014;

Dutta et al., 2007; Herrmann et al., 2015). Firstly, integration with legacy systems and databases

is needed. Secondly, the processes where RFID should be implemented often affect several actors.

One challenge is therefore to establish a common information exchange platform; hence standard-

ization of data formats is important. Security also poses a challenge. To hinder third parties from

modifying and reading the data, access to the shared information must be strictly limited to the

partners involved.

As mentioned, implementation of RFID often has impact on all of the stakeholders in the sup-

ply chain. However, each of the stakeholders can benefit from the implementation in different ways

(Ustundag, 2013). Ustundag argues that it is important to assess the benefits for each stakeholder

to be able to share the costs of the implementation accurately. To be able to understand the value

of an RFID investment, one must measure the elements of the costs and benefits respectively. The

expected benefits can be broken down into two parts; cost reduction (e.g. inventory and labour cost

reductions, process automation and efficiency improvements etc.) and value creation (e.g. increase

in revenue and customer satisfaction due to improved responsiveness etc.) The costs of an RFID

investment will consist of the initial costs of the hardware, software and services such as installation

and business process re-engineering. Additionally, reoccurring costs will arise for the maintenance

of tags. The value of the investment for each stakeholder is determined by calculating the changes

of the total costs and benefits respectively. However, studies indicate that it is hard to quantify the

expected benefits of RFID integrated systems since many are strategic and intangible. Ustundag

therefore argues that RFID should be seen as a strategic business decision and urges managers to

concentrate on the four dimensions; process efficiency, accuracy, visibility and security to quantify

the benefits of an RFID investment.
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2.4 Complexities in deregulated railway markets

The number of actors and stakeholders active in the depot affects the complexity of the operations

and the ability to realize digital incentives. Hence, it is important to understand how the system of

a depot is affected by decisions made at a higher level. Further, to fully understand the relevance of

optimizing the operations of depots, one must understand how these operations affect the railway

system at a higher level. Models and theories regarding this are presented in this section. The

Swedish and the UK railway markets are the most liberalized in the European Union, the coun-

tries’ railway systems are therefore the most complex in terms of the number of actors. As an EU

directive has required all member nations to move towards an open passenger railway market, their

systems will soon reach the same level of complexity. This section gives a brief background of the

Swedish deregulation and the EU directive in order to concretize the relevance of the study.

Systems are commonly defined as “A set of interacting units or elements that form an integrated

whole that is intended to perform some function” (Skyttner, 1996). Based on this definition, the

Swedish railway industry can be seen as a system of interacting units (Kans et al., 2016). When

studying the Swedish railway industry, the complexity of the system is often highlighted as a cen-

tral issue. (Kans et al., 2016; Waidringer, 2001). To describe the complexity of transportation and

logistics systems Waidringer (2001) has created a model, describing systems in four different levels;

global, regional, local and internal, see figure 5.

Figure 5: System hierarchy levels. Source: Waidringer (2001).

According to the model, a system can be seen as a subset of smaller systems where decisions and

interactions at higher levels affect the systems at lower levels, and likewise, decisions at lower levels

affect the system at higher levels. As follows, decisions or changes at any level affect the system as

a whole.

Waidringer (2001) further describes each level of the system with the core properties; network,
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process and stakeholders. The network perspective presents the structure of the system in terms of

links and nodes. The nodes represent facilities such as factories or single activities, depending on

which level the system is studied. The links are the infrastructure connecting the nodes. Together,

the nodes and links form the network in which the system’s activities are realized. The process

perspective describes the activities that make up the transportation and logistics services. This

perspective is described in terms of different flows of goods and information as well as activities

such as storage and transfer. The stakeholder perspective relates the different participants in the

system as well as their perceptions and interests. In the stakeholder perspective, transportation

and logistics systems are described in terms of responsibility and different roles in the hierarchy.

Figure 6: The properties of transport and logistics systems’ complexity. Source: Waidringer (2001).

Figure 6 illustrates the different perspectives in relation to each other. According to Waidringer

(2001) these properties are the core reason to the complexity of transportation and logistics sys-

tems. However, Waidringer (2001) argues that it is beneficial to start from one perspective when

studying a system.

Global and regional level

Using Waidringer’s definition of transportation systems, the European railway system can be seen

as a subset of smaller interacting systems. The global level represents the society as a whole, i.e.

all of Europe, and decisions at this level affect the systems at the lower levels. The stakeholder

property at this level primarily regards the policy decisions that regulates the whole system. The

EU directive regarding liberalization of the EU passenger railway market is one such policy, highly

effecting the lower levels (European Parliament, 2016b). The regional level is the individual coun-
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try, which represents an aggregated level of the national rail network. The network property at

the regional level consists of nodes representing the cities in the country and the links are the

rail infrastructure that connect them. The stakeholder property concerns actors with a regulatory

preference. In this case some of these actors are displayed in figure 9.

Local level

The local level represents specific units of the transportation system. For this study the local level

is represented by the case depot. The nodes at this level are the service stations where the different

maintenance services are performed, and the links are the rails that connect them. The process

perspective at this level includes the activities that are performed in the nodes and the flow of

information between them. This perspective describes the individual processes that each vehicle

goes through in the depot. The complexity arises from synchronizing the different activities, hence

it is a time related problem. It is important to synchronize both single activities and the infor-

mation flows as they are interdependent. Therefore, Waidringer (2001) states that the interfaces

within the specific networks are crucial. The design of the layout, i.e. the scheduled route of each

train through the depot, is crucial to make the system as efficient as possible. Any changes of the

schedule should be considered as a redesign of the current set-up. Further, the stakeholders can be

divided into different hierarchical levels depending on their influence and interest in the operations

of the depot.

Individual level

The individual level is the most detailed level where, alike the local level, a node represents a single

activity within the depot and the links are the connections between the activities. Further, this level

represents the interaction between single stakeholders, or rather physical persons, that affect the

decisions in the system. The complexity is derived from synchronizing each activity as efficiently

as possible.

The value chain of the Swedish system

SOU (2013) has illustrated the value chain of the Swedish railway industry on a regional level, see

figure 7. The illustration visualizes the value chain of the production process, from the development

of infrastructure to delivering transport services. It also illustrates how the network of functions

are co-dependent.
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Figure 7: Value chain of the Swedish transport system. The functions of depots have been marked.
Revised figure from SOU (2013).

SOU (2013) has presented the most crucial functions of the value chain for a functioning railway

system. The functions have been divided into four main consecutive areas; build, manage, maintain

and operate. Operate, which is the last part of the value chain is also the most fragmented and

hence the area which concerns most functions. This case study focuses on optimizing the operations

within depots. However, it is crucial to also understand the steps of build, manage and maintain

as they would affect the planning and decisions made regarding a potential RFID implementation.

In line with Waidringer’s framework, the functions which do not directly concern depots (marked

grey in the figure 7) should also be considered in this case study as decisions or changes in one part

of a system affect the system as a whole. The following section analyses the function of depots in

each area of the value chain.

Building and management of depots

These steps of the value chain concern the building, continuous maintenance and management of

depots, which are crucial for the performance of the railway industry (SOU, 2013; Le Pira et al.,

2018). Stakeholders have expressed concerns regarding this area of depots, mainly regarding the

shortage of available stabling tracks, wheel lathes and deicing capacity (SOU, 2013). Further, they

have stressed the importance of designing depots in a cost and time efficient manner.

The planning of building workshops within depots is a complex activity. The main reason is
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the technical diversity of the Swedish train fleet which consists of a mix of new and old technol-

ogy (Kans et al., 2016). Further, the planning of long-term investments in this area needs to be

coordinated between several actors to achieve common goals and to avoid failure as a consequence

of lack of consensus (SOU, 2013). Moreover, due to the high number of stakeholders and the fact

that different actors have responsibility for different parts, it is a time-consuming activity to reach

decisions regarding investments within depots.

Maintenance

The maintenance part of the value chain covers education of staffing, planning maintenance of the

infrastructure and allocating capacity (SOU, 2013). Implementing a new technical system could

result in that less staffing is needed and/or that personnel have to be educated in the system. The

last section of the area of maintenance includes daily planning of the operations where real-time

adjustments need to be performed. Functioning maintenance is a prerequisite for the next step in

the value chain, operations, which is directly affected by how well managed the maintenance is.

Operations

The area of operations ensures availability of trains, with the aim to deliver transport in a punc-

tual, reliable, safe and environment friendly manner (SOU, 2013). The ability to provide assets

when needed is a scheduling problem and the operations are complex as many actors have to be

coordinated, train owners, train operators, infrastructure managers, and regulatory bodies to name

a few. Seasonal changes and extraordinary weather conditions further add to the complexity of

the operations (Kans et al., 2016). Moreover, the operations are affected by the condition of the

technical objects and need to be coordinated in time and space by humans with capacity as a

delimiting factor. This step includes real-time planning and adjustments (SOU, 2013).

Liberalization of railway systems

To enhance the competitiveness of EU rail services, several directives to liberalize the markets have

been put forward (European Parliament, 2016b). The rail sector is largely characterized by the

dominant position of incumbent firms, often backed by their governments. In 2007, fright services

were fully opened to competition and international passenger services in 2010. However, an as-

sessment that was made by the Commission in 2013 showed that the domestic passenger services

by rail remained largely closed. Moreover, the assessment reviled that in 16 out of the 25 mem-

ber nations with a rail network, the incumbents held a market share of 90% or more. Moreover,

there are a lot of asymmetries in the EU rail market. Only the United Kingdom and Sweden have

fully liberalized their markets meaning that all rail passenger-kilometres (pkm) are in open access.

Austria, Germany and Italy have largely liberalized their markets, and opened more than 33% of

the pkm for competition. The remaining member nations have partially or non-liberalized markets.

Based on these findings, an agreement was reached by the European Parliament and Council nego-

tiators to open up the EU market for domestic passenger rail transport to ensure equal conditions

for railway companies (European Parliament, 2016a). The directive was agreed upon in 2016 and
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aims to improve the performance of the railway sector and the quality of the services offered to

passengers. The new rules imply that railway companies should have access to the EU domestic

passenger rail market from the 1st of January 2019. Further, competitive bidding for public service

contracts will be brought in gradually in countries where authorities award public service contracts

to provide passenger rail services. During a transition period of six years it will remain possible to

award public service contracts directly. After this period, it will only be possible to make direct

awards on the basis of objective efficiency and performance criteria.

Sweden has, together with the UK, the most liberalized rail market in Europe. The reforms to

open up the market started in the 1980s with the objective to ease the financial distress that the

national railway organization, Statens Järnvägar (SJ), was facing (SOU, 2013). In 1988 SJ was split

into two parts; SJ, responsible for traffic and Banverket, responsible for fixed assets. Banverket has

after that merged with the Swedish Transportation Administration, which today is responsible for

all railway traffic in Sweden. In the beginning of the 1990s the government declared its intentions

to open up the market for more competition, following the belief that more actors would stimulate

a more efficient resource utilization of both production resources and infrastructure. In 2001 SJ

was split into seven different companies based on the different business areas (SOU, 2013). In 2009

the government decided that the remaining parts of SJ’s monopoly would be phased out and that

the market would be fully opened in 2010. Part of the motive to liberalize the market was a need

to adapt the national rail traffic in accordance with the EU directive that allowed full competition

of international passenger services. The deregulation has resulted in that several new companies

have entered the Swedish railway market, creating a more complex system of actors (Kans et al.,

2016; SOU, 2013). Figure 8 shows the Swedish railway market before the deregulation and figure 9

shows the market after the deregulation.

Figure 8: Swedish railway market before deregulation. Source: Revised figure from SOU (2013).
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Figure 9: Swedish railway market after deregulation. Source: Revised figure from SOU (2013).

Incentives and projects were better coordinated before SJ was split into several companies (SOU,

2013). Before the deregulation, incentives and investments were internal projects for the vertically

integrated SJ. In projects regarding infrastructure such as depots there is a great need for verti-

cal coordination between the different stakeholders, i.e. depot owners, vehicle owners and traffic

planners no matter planning horizon. Many stakeholders have expressed that there is ambiguity

regarding responsibilities in depot related functions. As the different actors that participate in

the railway market are interdependent, incentives often concern several parties such as the depot

owner, maintenance suppliers and the Swedish Transport Administration to mention a few. Hence,

continues feedback from all stakeholders during projects is important in order to cater for adjust-

ments. It is also crucial to have a system for analyzing disruptions and insufficient punctuality, this

to preform adjustments of i.e. time tables and maintenance in response to these disruptions.

2.5 Chapter summary

The literature review has provided insights and theoretical frameworks on which this thesis is

built upon. Firstly, there are three main technological components of RFID systems; tags, readers

and software. These components should be selected based on the business requirements and the

environment where RFID should be installed. Further, RFID is widely used in rail, and three main

areas where the technology can bring value have been identified; asset tracking, maintenance and

safety. As the academic literature on RFID in rail is limited, research on RFID in industries with

comparable operational structures to train depots, such as retail and aircraft maintenance have

been presented. Lastly, when analyzing the railway industry, it can be seen as a system consisting
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of several subsystems. One such subsystem is depots consisting of infrastructure and operational

activities. This system is highly affected by the number of actors and stakeholders, which in turn is

affected by the extent of liberalization of the market. EU directives require the member nations to

open up their passenger railway markets alike Sweden and United Kingdom have done. These two

countries are currently the only ones in the European Union with fully liberalized railway markets.
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3 Method

This chapter provides a description of the methodologies used in this research. The methodologies

are described in detail, presenting each step of the research. This to provide the reader with insights

of the research process to enable repeatability. Lastly, the quality of the research is discussed with

respect to reliability and validity.

3.1 Research approach

The objective of this research was to investigate specific, existing problems identified in the orga-

nization subject to the case study and to examine a potential digital solution (Collins and Hussey,

2014). As the study has been designed to apply its findings to a given situation, the study can be

classified as applied research. The thesis specifically explores how RFID can streamline operational

activities in train depots. In order to understand the underlying problems exploratory research was

conducted. According to Collins and Hussey (2014) the focus of an exploratory research is to gain

insights and knowledge in the subject area for more rigorous investigations in a later stage. Fur-

thermore, qualitative data was collected through interviews and observations of the case depot and

existing theories were applied to the exploratory study in order to further understand the situation.

Based on the result of the exploratory research, the research questions were formulated. Fol-

lowing, a predictive research approach was selected to examine the research questions. According

to Collins and Hussey (2014) the aim of a predictive research is to generalize from the analysis by

predicting certain phenomena on the basis of hypothesised, general relationships. If this is achieved,

the solution of the study is applicable to similar problems elsewhere, as was the aim of this study.

To ensure a rigorous study, the quality of the sources was confirmed by triangulation (Yin, 2012).

Furthermore, the research should be classified as inductive since it involves moving from individual

observations to statements of general patterns (Collins and Hussey, 2014).

A case study was performed to provide an understanding of the studied phenomena (Woodside

and Wilson, 2003). Meredith (1998) notes that one strength of the methodology is that it allows

the question of why, what and how, to be answered with a relatively full understanding of the na-

ture and complexity of the complete phenomenon. Historically, case research has been particularly

successful in the field of operations management as many of the breakthrough concepts and theories

in the subject have been developed through the methodology. This further strengthens the choice of

methodology of this study. Moreover, case studies have high validity with practitioners and can lead

to creative insights and development of new theories. Ultimately, new ideas are increasingly being

developed by those working in close contact with case studies rather than by distant academics

(Voss et al., 2002).
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3.2 Research process

The research process largely followed six fundamental stages of scientifically based investigations

(Collins and Hussey, 2014).

1. Choose a topic and search the literature

2. Review the literature and define the research question

3. Design the research and write the proposal

4. Collect the research data

5. Analyze and interpret the research data

6. Write the report

The model is presented as a neat process with one stage leading to the next. However, this is rarely

the case and also this research had some deviations from the model, iteratively returning to some

steps. This mainly concerns the collection of data but the literature review was also extended at

a later stage to complement the findings of the study. Nonetheless, the overall research process

remains applicable and is thus described by the model.

1. Choose a topic and search the literature

The topic of the research originates from a case given by the client of the thesis. The initial task was

to find digital solutions in train depots that would bring value to companies operating in train depots

and so increase the value proposition of the real estate owner. This research is the organization’s

first initiative to conduct an investigation of larger scale in this area, thus little material could be

found within the company itself. Therefore, literature was searched and initial interviews were held.

2. Review the literature and define the research question

The topic initially stated was broad, thus exploratory research was conducted. The intention was

to collect enough data to find the most relevant area of the case topic to focus on given the incipient

state that the organization was in. The data was collected through interviews, on-sight observations

and a literature study. What could not be answered by the literature was formulated into one main

research question (Collins and Hussey, 2014) that was agreed upon by KTH, Royal institute of

Technology, and the case company. To answer the main research question two sub-questions were

posed.

3. Design the research and write the proposal

The paradigm of interpretivism was the starting point when designing the research. Interpretivism

is based on the belief that social reality is not objective but highly subjective since it is shaped

by our perceptions and focuses on exploring the complexity of a phenomena (Collins and Hussey,

2014). This viewpoint shaped the methodology used. Further, as this research is the first of its sort
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it can be viewed as a pre-study of how organizations in similar situations should continue working

with the issue.

4-5. Data collection and analysis

The data collection focused on answering the sub-questions and the main research question. The

aim was to identify central factors of the depot that could be improved with RFID, resulting in

an improved railway system. The data was collected via interviews and on-site observations. The

scope of the interviews and observations was based on findings from the literature study. The

collected material was iteratively analyzed to ensure that the research proceeded efficiently. Apart

from the literature review and the a case study of the operations within a depot, an interview

was held with a company operating another depot. This interview complemented the findings and

allowed for triangulation. The following section describes how data was collected to answer each

of the sub-questions. The sub-questions were answered in chronological order and the results were

later used to answer the main research question.

When examining RQ1, the aim was to create an understanding of the operational activities in

train depots and how efficiency and effectiveness is achieved. The result of this question provided

the basis for the rest of the study and was answered by conducting in-depth interviews and on-site

observations. The objective was to understand the operations performed by each actor in the case

depot and their contribution to the overall system of the depot. The actors where further divided

into four stakeholder categories; the depot owner, maintenance suppliers and train operators and

coordination service suppliers. In order to make sure that all stakeholders’ opinions were addressed,

to avoid bias and to fully understand the system as a whole, representatives from several compa-

nies were interviewed, both managers and staff working in the depot. A framework for analyzing

transportation systems was applied to the case to systematically define efficiency and effectiveness

for the depot processes.

In order to answer RQ2 an extensive literature review of the technology and its application ar-

eas was conducted. Complementing the literature study, on-site observations and semi-structured

interviews were held with key personnel from several functions of the depot. The aim was to un-

derstand the business goals and obstacles faced by stakeholders. Further, the investigation of the

question was based on the result of RQ1.

The result of the sub-questions in conjunction with the data collected in the literature study and

from interviews, were analyzed to answer the overall research question.

6. Write the report

The structure of the report was set early in the project and collected material was continuously

drafted during the research process. Each section was iteratively reviewed by the writers of this

report and external parties to ensure high quality.
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3.3 Research method

The research question was explored with a qualitative approach. A literature study was preformed

simultaneously as interviews were held and observations where preformed. This was an iterative

process where the authors of this report and the supervisor from the client of the thesis had regular

meetings to review the collected data, analyzing how to continue the research in the most efficient

way.

3.3.1 Literature review

According to Collins and Hussey (2014) conducting a literature review is necessary for further re-

search in a subject. The purpose of the literature review is to critically review and analyze the

subjects and methodologies used in previous research and to identify deficiencies to be addressed

in future studies. Based on these requirements a literature review was performed by systematically

searching for relevant data using accurate data sources as described below.

As this master thesis aims to examine how RFID technology can be used in train depots, the

literature review focused on analyzing RFID technology and relevant application areas both in the

railway industry and in other sectors. The purpose was to create an understanding of the technical

requirements and value proposition of the technology, which in conjunction with the empirical study

would form a foundation for the result of the research. Further, the literature review focused on de-

scribing the Swedish railway system as a whole and the complexity of the system. This was done to

advance the understanding of the network of actors active in train depots and their distinctive roles.

Literature has been collected primarily using KTH primo as data source due to its advanced search

tools and immense database. Google Scholar, Research Gate and Web of Science were used as

supplementary sources when the primary source failed to provide sufficient result. In accordance

with the research approach presented by Collins and Hussey (2014), the collection of data was done

using keywords summarizing the research topic in different themes. This strategy was chosen to

maximize the comprehensiveness and sensitivity of the search to provide a selection of relevant

literature (Shaw et al., 2004). The accuracy of the literature was evaluated using a qualitative

approach based on the relevancy of topic, date and publisher. Academic literature on the technol-

ogy of RFID was to some extent outdated in the area of technical specifications and application

areas. Therefore, retailers and manufacturers of RFID solutions have been used as additional data

sources. When using these sources, the companies and the authors of the articles or web-pages have

been further analyzed to validate the accuracy of the information provided. Also, for the literature

review of the Swedish railway industry, reports from transport authorities and institutions like the

Swedish Transport Administration and the European Parliament have been used.
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3.3.2 Observations

Site visits to depots were conducted, during which the operational activities of the different depot-

functions were observed. All observations were performed at the case depot apart from the wheel

lathe facility. The observations were performed during guided tours by key personnel. Short in-

terviews with the operating staff were held during the observations to complement the collection

of data. The observations were executed with respect to the individual operation of each function,

hence the time spent during each observation varied. The data collected from the observations

constitutes a substantial part of the result. Hence, the observations where crucial for the research.

Observations

Functions observed Time Purpose

Overview of the whole depot 150 min Creating an understanding of the operational

flow within the depot, collecting data in order

to define the research question.

Decontamination, Train wash,

Signalling Centre, Emptying of

fecal tanks, Carriage cleaning,

Heavy maintenance, De-icing

300 min Map the operational flow in detail with focus

on the coordination of trains and communica-

tions in-between functions. Focus was also on

finding areas of improvements.

Decontamination, Emptying of

fecal tanks

120 min Create an understanding of what data can be

collected with RFID. Examine the feasibility

of installing RFID readers and if so, where

they should be placed.

Wheel lathe 60 min Create an understanding of what data can be

collected with RFID. Examine the feasibility

of installing RFID readers and if so, where

they should be placed.

3.3.3 Interviews

To avoid failure due to lack of consensus it is important to include the opinions of stakeholders

early on in transport decision-making processes (Le Pira et al., 2018). The first step is to com-

municate basic goals and to understand interests and expectations of stakeholders. Accordingly,

interviews were held with representatives of the organizations that were identified as the most im-

portant stakeholders of the case study. The stakeholders were divided into four categories; the depot

owner, train operators, maintenance suppliers and coordination service suppliers. Interviews are a

highly efficient way to collect data but there is always a risk of misunderstanding and bias opinions

(Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007). To lower the risk of bias and misunderstanding and to collect

data from several perspectives the interview subjects had different hierarchical levels and functions

in the organization they represented (Collins and Hussey, 2014). Due to complex relationships in-
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between stakeholders the interview subjects could have reasons to exaggerate their interests which

would increase the bias. Background data was therefore collected for each interviewee to allow for

contextualization when analyzing the data. Understanding the contextual framework adds richness

and depth to findings when analyzing data (Collins and Hussey, 2014).

The subjects chosen for interviews were either recommended by the client of the thesis, recom-

mended by previous interview subjects or contacted with the belief that their role or expertise

would bring valuable insight to the research. All interviews were conducted in person with one to

three interview subjects at a time. There were always two interviewers, one taking notes and one

leading the interview. Most of the interviews with maintenance suppliers and other stakeholders

where recorded to ensure that no data got lost. If clarification or additional information was needed

this was communicated over email. Interviews with employees of the client of the thesis could more

easily be complemented with additional information in case of uncertainties and therefore they

were not recorded. Table 1, 2 and 3 respectively shows all interviews held with the depot owner,

maintenance suppler and train operators and coordination services.

Two rounds of interviews were conducted. The first round of interviews was semi-structured with

open ended questions. This allowed for flexibility and to focus on the interview subjects’ areas of

expertise and interest. The goal was to engage the stakeholders, communicate the purpose of the

study and to gain understanding of their interests (Le Pira et al., 2018). At this stage most of

the interview subjects were senior executives with insights in the management and planning of the

operational activities.

The second round of interviews had a more structured approach focusing on a specific issue. Even

though the topic was more narrowly defined compared to the first round of interviews, the inter-

views were still semi-structured, allowing for interviewees to go deeper into one area of the topic.

Interviews at this stage were held with operating managers at different companies with core func-

tions in the depots, with staff working in the depot.

To validate the conclusions made from the literature study and case study, an additional inter-

view was held with a manager at the Finish state owned railway company, VR Group. As VR

Group has come further in implementing RFID in train depots and capturing the benefits, the

interview provided valuable insights regarding successful implementations.
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Depot owner
Nr Role(s) Time Purpose

1 Head of Sales 2 * 60
min

Initial discussions about thesis project

2 Head of business development 60 min Create an understanding of the digital ma-
turity level of the case company and onset
projects

3 Head of Sales, Financial Manger,
Head of business development,
Head of Sales

120
min

Create understanding of the operational flow
within depots, fields of improvement and dig-
ital incentives

4 Head of Real Estate 60 min Create understanding of the digital maturity
within real estate industry.

5 Business developer 60 min Areas of improvements within depots with fo-
cus on digitization.

6 Business developer 60 min Areas of improvements within depots with fo-
cus on digitization.

7 Customer Relations Manager,
Customer Relations Manager

60 min Areas of improvements within depots with fo-
cus on digitization with a customer focus.

8 Regional Director, Business
Developer, Business Developer,
Property Manager

120
min

Areas of improvements within depots with fo-
cus on digitization. Discussing specific techni-
cal solutions.

9 Business developer 60 min Areas of improvements within depots with fo-
cus on digitization.

10 Safety Coordinator 60 min Discussing how RFID can be used to improve
the safety measures in depots.

Table 1: List of interviews with personnel from the depot owner.
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Maintenance suppliers
Nr Type of company - role(s)

of interview subject(s)
Time Purpose

1 Maintenance supplier - CFO 60 min Create understanding of costumer relations,
digital maturity of the costumer and discuss
potential digital improvements within depots.

2 Maintenance suppliers - Per-
sonnel operating decontamina-
tion, train wash, wastewater dis-
posal, carriage cleaning, work
shop and deicing

6 * 15
min
(One
inter-
view per
func-
tion)

Map flow of operations and information within
the depot (information exchanged and infor-
mation medium used for each function).

3 Maintenance supplier - Quality
Assurance Manager

35 min Collect more information about the operations
of the work shop

Table 2: List of interviews with personnel from maintenance suppliers.
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Train operators and Coordination services
Nr Type of company - role(s)

of interview subject(s)
Time Purpose

1 Train operator - Vehicle Man-
ager

60 min Create understanding of costumer relations,
digital maturity of the costumer and discuss
potential digital improvements within depots.

2 Train operator - Head of Busi-
ness Development & Head of
Digitization, Technical Special-
ist

60 min Create understanding of costumer relations,
digital maturity of the costumer and discuss
potential digital improvements within depots.

3 Train operator - Head of Depot
Operations

90 min Map flow of operations and information within
the depot (information exchanged and infor-
mation medium used for each function).

4 Coordination services - Person-
nel operating signaling center

15 min Map flow of operations and information within
the depot (information exchanged and infor-
mation medium used).

5 Coordination services -
Production planner

40 min Map flow of operations and information in the
area of switching

6 Coordination services - Opera-
tive depot manager

30 min Confirming and complementing findings re-
garding coordination

Table 3: List of interviews with personnel from train operators and coordination services.

3.4 Research quality

To assess the rigor of this case study four criteria from the positivist tradition have been consid-

ered; internal validity, construct validity, external validity, and reliability. The criteria as well as

the measures and actions that have been taken to fulfill them are described below.

Internal validity

Internal validity concerns the data analysis phase. Researchers should create a research framework

which clearly shows the relationship between variable and outcome (Gibbert et al., 2008). Hence,

the result of this study has been analyzed using theoretical frameworks. Internal validity is best

established by examining the phenomena through different viewpoints. The analysis in this thesis

is based on a data collection from several sources including a literature review, observations and

interviews. Interviews have been held with representatives of different stakeholders and at different

levels in the organizations to ensure that several perspectives have been considered. The different

sources of data collection further enabled triangulation, which is an import method for achieving

internal validity (Yin, 1994).

Construct validity

Construct validity has to be considered during the data collection phase (Gibbert et al., 2008). It

refers to the extent to which a study investigates what it claims to investigate, giving an accurate
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representation of reality (Wright, 2011). In order to achieve construct validity in case studies two

measures should be applied. Firstly, a clear chain of evidence should be established to facilitate

a reconstruction of the study from the initial research question to the final conclusion. Secondly,

researchers must seek triangulation by using different data collection strategies and data sources.

To ensure that the first measure was met the result of the study was broken down into consecutive

steps. Each step providing necessary conclusions, which were used to analyze the subsequent step.

The second measure, triangulation, was met as described in the previous section.

External validity

External validity concerns the generalizability of the study. The theories must be shown to account

for phenomena not only in the setting in which they are studied, but also in other settings. Gen-

eralizability is further divided into statistical and analytical generalisability (Gibbert et al., 2008).

Analytical refers to generalizability from empirical observations and for achieving this conducting

several case studies is recommended. The requirements of statistical generalizability cannot be met

throughout one case study, for example conclusions cannot be inferred from one data-set. Hence,

external validity was difficult to achieve due to the limited time of the study. Improvements could

be made by conducting the same study in another setting.

Reliability

Reliability refers to the absence of random error, enabling for subsequent researchers to achieve the

same result if they were to conduct the research along the same steps (Gibbert et al., 2008). In order

to validate the reliability of the research a case study protocol should be produced to enhance the

transparency. This has been done for the thesis as the processes of the interviews and observations

have been presented. A protocol listing all interviews and observations has been conducted. The

most important information from the protocol is the purpose of the interviews and observations

and the type of company and role that the interviewee had (see section??). A case study database

has been produced, including study notes, case study documents and records of the interviews and

observations. However, the name of the companies subjective to the case are not mentioned by

name as some of the information gathered was confidential. The research aims to provide enough

information to be reproduced, although areas of improvements exist to achieve full reliability in

accordance with Gibbert et. als’ description of a rigorous case study.

3.5 Chapter summary

This chapter describes the methodology used in this thesis. The study was initiated with an

exploratory research leading up to the formulation of the research questions. Following, a predictive

research approach was selected to examine the research questions. The study followed the six

fundamental stages of scientifically based investigations, described by (Collins and Hussey, 2014).

As it has been proved that case studies have high validity and can lead to creative insights and

development of new theories, this method was used for examining the research questions (Voss et al.,
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2002). The case study was performed via semi-structured interviews and on-sight observations of

a train depot. A literature study was conducted as a supplement to the case study, providing

relevant theories and insights from previous research. During the analysis phase internal validity

was considered, hence data was collected from several sources and theoretical frameworks were

used. To assess the rigor of this case study four criteria from the positivist tradition have been

considered; internal validity, construct validity, external validity, and reliability.
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4 Result & Analysis

In this section the findings from the case study will be presented and analyzed. Firstly, the depot

operations and the roles of each stakeholder are explained. The operations are analyzed from a

network, stakeholder and process perspective to identify key objectives for achieving efficiency and

effectiveness. Key objectives are identified, and their importance is analyzed in each of the three

areas; asset tracking, maintenance and safety. The activities in the depot are analyzed independently

to identify what data that could be gathered with RFID that would bring value. Lastly, the results

have been aggregated to analyze the value that a RFID implementation would bring to the depot

system as a whole.

4.1 Depots as a unit of the railway system

Train depots provide workshops and other facilities for service of vehicles, thereby ensuring that

trains can run in a reliable and safe manner. Depots also provide rail yards where trains can be

parked in-between scheduled routs and services. For efficiency reasons depots are often located

close to departure and end stations. These stations are typically large cities where the available

land is limited and hence the ability to build new depots at these locations is restricted. Because

of this and the increasing train traffic, the existing depots have high occupancy rates (SOU (2013);

Depot owner, interview 1 ).

The technical maintenance performed within depots includes fast measures in-between routs but

also more comprehensive maintenance, which is carried out during longer layoffs of the vehicle

(SOU, 2013). Apart from technical maintenance and reparations, other types of maintenance ser-

vices such as decontamination, washing and de-icing are performed. Services such as filling of water

tanks, wastewater disposal, and carriage cleaning are also carried out. The maintenance services

offered differs between depots and hence train operators have to coordinate their vehicles in order

to ensure that essential services can be carried out when needed. The main part of the train depots

for regional traffic are used by several train operators. For train operators to access the services

within depots they need to negotiate with the Swedish Transport Administration for access to

tracks, the depot owner for access to the depot facilities and with the respective service provider for

each service needed. Thus, train owners need to conclude agreements with several actors to access

the services within depots (Depot owner, interview 1 ).

About 100 trains enter the depot subject to the case study each day and 10 actors are involved in

the operations of the maintenance services. The activities in the depot run during all hours of the

day, at night the trains are prepared for routs the next day. All maintenance services apart from

carriage cleaning require specific facilities and have stations, tracks and/or equipment dedicated to

that specific service. These will be referred to as service stations. When trains arrive to the depot

there is a time plan for the services that should be performed, not all services are performed each

time a train visits the depot.
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Waidringer’s (2001) framework for transportation and logistics systems is suitable when analyz-

ing the depot system. The framework provides insights to how the depot affects, and how it is

affected by the transportation system on a higher level. Further, the three perspectives (stake-

holder, network and process) in the framework provides a foundation for analyzing what objectives

that affect the efficiency and effectiveness of the depot system. Waidringer (2001) has divided sys-

tems into four different levels: global, regional, local and individual. The levels can be individually

analyzed from three different perspectives described below. Using Waidringer’s framework each

function of the depot can be viewed at the individual level. Together, they build the system of the

depot, which is represented at the local level. The local level consists of different units that together

form the Swedish railway system, which in turn is represented at regional level. The highest level

in the hierarchy is the global level, which in this thesis is defined as the European Union. Figure

10 shows the system levels with the depot representing the local level and de-icing as an example

of a function at individual level.

Figure 10: Visualization of the hierarchy levels of the European railway system where train depots
represent the local level. De-icing has been chosen as an example of a service station, representing
the individual level. Source: Waidringer (2001).

Following Waidringer’s (2001) statement that the different system components need to be analyzed

respectively in order to fully understand the complexity of a system, this thesis will focus on the

individual level, i.e. the service stations and coordination functions in the depot. The analyses

of each service station will then be aggregated at local level to analyze how the different services

and actors interact to form the operational flow. The outer levels, regional and global, are not

studied in-depth in this research. It is important to analyze the different system levels as they are

interdependent, thus decisions and actions made in one level of the system affect the system as a

whole.

Using Waidringer’s (2001) framework, the case depot can be viewed as a system built of nodes

and links. The nodes represent the different facilities, that is the service stations and the func-

tions for coordination and central oversight (see figure 12). The links represent the physical tracks

connecting the facilities. This is what Waidringer (2001) defines as the network perspective. The
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system can further be analyzed through a process perspective, describing the system in terms of

the activities performed in each node and the flow of information between the different functions.

A third perspective is the stakeholder perspective. This perspective relates to the different stake-

holders of the system, their perceptions and interests. The stakeholders are further described by

their responsibility and roles in the hierarchy.

This section will apply Waidringer’s (2001) theories on the case depot in order to create an under-

standing of the depot system for further analyses.

4.1.1 Stakeholder perspective

Seen from the stakeholder perspective the complexity of the system arises from the decision-making

process, which involves several actors. According to Waidringer (2001), understanding the decision-

making process and its underlying factors is of great importance for understanding a system. As

shown in figures 8 and 9 the number of actors in the Swedish railway market has increased consid-

erably after the deregulation of the market. This has created a more complex market, affecting the

ability to coordinate projects involving more than one actor (SOU, 2013). As a consequence of the

deregulation, many stakeholders have expressed their ambiguity regarding responsibilities in depot

related functions (Depot owner, interview 5 & 6 ; Train operator, interview 3 ). It is not always

clear which actor that has responsibility for a certain action or who should bear the costs for new

incentives. The different actors in the depot are interdependent, hence incentives often concern sev-

eral parties. Ambiguity regarding the responsibilities is an important factor that hinders changes

from being realized and slackens the development of the industry.

Stakeholders of the depot can be divided into two groups; primary and secondary stakeholders.

The Swedish Transport Administration is a secondary stakeholder as the organization is responsi-

ble for monitoring the traffic on the main railway, which is dependent on that trains are delivered

from the depot in time. Further, if the maintenance is not properly performed, damage of the main

rail tracks and delays can occur due to that trains cannot run properly. This further affects the

passengers, hence they can also be categorized as secondary stakeholders of the depot. The primary

stakeholders have been defined as the depot owner and the actors directly involved in the daily op-

erations in the depot. The analysis in this thesis will focus on the primary stakeholder as fulfilling

their interest is a requirement for successful implementation of RFID. The primary stakeholders

would be involved in such a project, thus coordination and consensus is important to achieve a

successful implementation (SOU, 2013). These stakeholders have been divided into four categories,

the depot owner, train operators, maintenance suppliers and coordination service suppliers. Their

roles and responsibilities are described in the figure below.
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Figure 11: Overview of the roles and relationships of the primary stakeholders.

Depot owner

The depot owner owns and maintains the real estate and infrastructure. The facilities, which are

used by several train operators, are rented out to the maintenance supplier operating that partic-

ular service. Some facilities are developed to suit the needs of certain train types (i.e. workshop

maintenance), these are in general rented by the train operator who in turn rents out the facilities

to the contracted maintenance supplier.

Train operator

Train operators are responsible for operating the trains, including maintenance, and that the trains

run according to time table. Coordination of the maintenance services in the depot is performed by

a department called operative depot management. This department manages the flow of operations

in the depot and has continuous communication with the different actors performing maintenance

services on the vehicles.

Maintenance supplier

Maintenance suppliers perform maintenance services on vehicles, e.g. cleaning, wastewater disposal

and workshop maintenance. The maintenance suppliers are procured by the train operators and

often have contracts running over many years.
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Coordination services

Coordination services are performed by two different units; a signalling centre and a train switching

unit. The signalling centre coordinates the vehicles in the depot and monitors the tracks owned

by the depot owner. They receive daily schedules from the train operators of which trains that are

supposed to enter the depot. The scheduled routes are then adjusted for optimal use of the tracks.

The depot area is continuously monitored by the signalling centre, which adjusts and updates the

schedule if required. Personnel from the train switching unit are referred to as switchmen. These

personnel have responsibility to move vehicles in-between stations. When a service is finished, the

operative depot management calls for a switchman to move the vehicle from the service station.

An issue, that was mentioned during interviews, is that maintenance providers have the perception

that the train operators do not fully understand the maintenance processes. This can lead to in-

efficiencies in the maintenance operations as train operators sometimes interrupt the maintenance

operations with phone calls or site visits to check the status of the process (Maintenance suppliers,

interview 2 & 3 ; Coordination services, interview 4 ). Further, disagreements between the stake-

holders have arisen due to ambiguity of who should bear the costs for delays of the maintenance

work. Train operators and maintenance suppliers often have different views of when vehicles are

delivered, finished and picked up from service stations. As this is often used for calculating the costs

of the maintenance work, the disagreements have led to tensions and time-consuming meetings to

resolve the issue. Due to the lack of transparency of the processes, the train operators are not

always confident that the maintenance services are carried out effectively and thus cannot validate

the accuracy of the invoices from the services.

4.1.2 Network perspective

During the interviews and observations several challenges where discussed regarding the infrastruc-

ture in the case depot. An important issue is the fact that trains are tied to moving along the limed

number of tracks and therefore it is time consuming to move trains sideways. This implies that the

infrastructure of the depot has to be designed for efficient transportation of vehicles through the

facilities. It also highlights the importance of efficient coordination of vehicles in the depot as insuf-

ficient coordination can lead to that vehicles are hindered from moving in-between service stations

or from leaving the depot in time (Depot owner, interview 1 ). In some scenarios this can create

domino effects, delaying the maintenance and departure times of several vehicles. Also, delays on

the main railway line can lead to delays in the depot (Train operator, interview 3 ). In order to

coordinate the traffic and adjust the schedule due to delays, the signalling centre monitors the flow

of vehicles in the depot continuously. Adjustments of the schedule involves the signalling centre,

train operators and the maintenance suppliers. Hence, having efficient communication is highly

important. As mentioned, the increasing occupancy rate and the limited ability to expand the de-

pot with new facilities and tracks increases the importance of designing the depot and coordinating

the work flow in the most efficient way. Another infrastructural challenge mentioned during the
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interview with the signalling centre is the fact that not all tracks in the depot are equipped with

sensors that can detect the presence of vehicles (Coordination services, interview 4 ). Following,

the signalling centre only has overview of the tracks with sensors, which poses a challenge for the

coordination of vehicles. This sometimes results in that the maintenance suppliers and train oper-

ators do not know where a particular vehicle is located, or even which vehicles that are currently

in the depot area. Further, this leads to increased need for communication and additional work as

time is often spent looking for a specific vehicle by personnel walking around the depot area (Train

operator, interview 3 ). The tracks in the depot are partially owned by the depot owner and by the

Swedish Transport Administration. The split ownership of the tracks makes it difficult to realize

new incentives and changes in the depot. It is relevant to consider the infrastructural challenges in

this study as they highlight the importance of having efficient and effective operations. Further, a

potential RFID system would be part of the infrastructure, therefore the current structure sets the

boundaries and requirements for what can be automated with RFID.

4.1.3 Process perspective

The process perspective describes the activities and flow of information that make up the oper-

ational system of the depot. This includes the maintenance and coordination service activities.

The maintenance services are; wastewater disposal, filling of water tanks, carriage cleaning, decon-

tamination, train wash, lathe machining, de-icing and workshop maintenance. The coordination

services are provided by; the signalling centre, operative depot management and switchmen. Figure

12 shows these activities and the information flow in-between them.

Train operators plan what maintenance to perform on each vehicle and the operative depot man-

agement sets up a schedule for the operations. In order to set up this schedule, the operative depot

management has to communicate with each maintenance supplier to ensure available time slots,

and with the signalling centre as they coordinate all traffic in the depot (Train operator, interview

3 ). Vehicles are moved in-between stations by switchmen, who are informed by the operative depot

management when a vehicle is finished and needs to be moved from a service station. As deviations

from the schedule occur practically every day it is difficult to fully standardize the processes in

the depot (Coordination services, interview 5 ). Many of the deviations are caused by delays on

the main railway and cannot be eliminated by optimizing the workflow in the depot. However, to

minimize the negative effects that these delays have on the depot operations, real-time information

regarding the status of the trains and the maintenance activities have to be communicated efficiently

to all affected stakeholders. Delays in the schedule also occur due to inefficient processes in the

depot. Waidringer (2001) states that when analyzing a system through the process perspective, it

is important to acknowledge the interactions between the different system components. He further

states that the complexity in the process perspective arises from synchronizing different activities,

emphasizing the importance of synchronizing both single activities and the flow of information be-

tween them as they are interdependent. This theory has been confirmed by several of the companies

that have participated in this study. Stakeholders from all categories have highlighted that com-
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munication between the different actors and functions is crucial for efficient operations. Waidringer

(2001) further argues that in order to handle the complexity and any unforeseen disturbances, the

design of the system needs to be robust and stable. Moreover, the interfaces within the specific

networks need to be efficiently designed to enable a large amount of transmission of information.

The largest area of improvement, which have been mentioned by all categories of stakeholders, is in-

sufficient communication. A large share of the communication is transmitted over the phone, which

often leads to miscommunications and inability to follow up on the information due to the lack of

documentation. Further, this is time consuming as information often has to pass through several

actors. An example of this is when the maintenance work of a vehicle is finished at a particular

station. The finish time is communicated over the phone to the operative depot management, who

in turn calls a switchman in order for the vehicle to be moved (Coordination services, interview 5 ).

Additionally, the maintenance supplier often reports the finishing time again and puts together a

more detailed report to the train operator. Conclusively, the exchange of information is inefficient

and not always accurate. When reviving the possibilities to implement a common system for com-

munication, the large number of actors in the depot has to be considered. The many actors results

in that there is a large number of IT-systems in use (Train operator, interview 1, 2 & 3 ). Most

of the actors use several IT-systems, integrated in their businesses. Further, they are reluctant to

change the IT-systems used or to integrate new systems. Hence, it is difficult to realize projects

for IT-systems in common use. During the interviews, many of the actors have expressed that they

want information communicated via APIs, which they can integrate into their own IT-systems.

Standardized APIs could be used in the depot by all actors for automatic exchange of information.

Using open APIs, these could easily be integrated with each actors’ IT systems.
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Figure 12: Map of maintenance services and other services in the daily operations of the depot
subject to the case. The arrows represent the information exchange.

4.2 Key objectives for efficient and effective operations

Efficiency and effectiveness are important objectives in order for vehicles to timely enter and leave

the maintenance stations. Further, staffing is the greatest cost related to the maintenance opera-

tions (Depot owner, interview 3 ). Hence, it is crucial that maintenance activities are carried out

efficiently and that non-value adding activities are eliminated. As discussed earlier in the network

perspective, delays on the main railway and in maintenance stations in the depot often create chain

reactions of delays. Also, inefficient coordination of vehicles in the depot can lead to that vehicles

hinder each other from entering certain service stations, which results in idle time for the mainte-

nance workers (Maintenance suppliers, interview 2 ). Evidently, inefficient coordination results in

increased costs for the maintenance suppliers. This also affects the train operators as they are often

charged per hour that a vehicles is being serviced. There is often a tight time schedule for vehicles

in the depot before they are scheduled for traffic again. Hence, from a time and cost perspective it

is important to ensure that maintenance is carried out in the most efficient way. Effectiveness is also

important to keep maintenance costs down as faulty vehicles in traffic can increase the damage of

the vehicle, resulting in that more comprehensive maintenance is needed (Train operator, interview

1 ). Further, effective maintenance reduces the risk of delays caused by technical problems. Seen

from the coordination service suppliers’ perspective, faster transmission of real-time data reduces

lead times and eases the planning. Real-time data, visualizing the location of the vehicles in the

depot, enables for the signalling center and the operative depot management to provide more ac-
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curate planning, and for better utilization of the personnel.

Based on the challenges discussed in the stakeholder perspective, it is apparent that more trans-

parency is needed in order to create better relations between the different actors and to facilitate

efficient and effective operations. Further, the fact that the actors often document different times of

arrival, finish and pick up of vehicles shows that there is a great need for accurate data that cannot

be questioned. Real-time information can also aid the synchronization of activities for efficient flow

of operations. When analyzing the depot from the process perspective it was evident that effective

communication is of great importance for efficient and effective operations. Several factors causing

inefficiencies in this area were found, resulting in time consuming activities. It was highlighted

that the medium used for communication highly impacts how fast the information is transmitted.

Further, efficiency and accuracy of the information exchange is affected by the number of actors the

information has to pass through. Hence, transparent information available for all involved actors is

of great value.

Conclusively, when analyzing the case depot through Waidringer’s three perspectives, three main

objectives for achieving efficient and effective operations were identified: communication, coordina-

tion and transparency.

1. Communication

Communication has been highlighted as the most important objective during both interviews

and the observations. Accurate real-time information has to be provided to all actors in-

volved. When possible, the data should be transmitted in an efficient way, directly integrated

with the respective actors’ IT-system. This to reduce the number of intermediaries in the

communication flow and the risk of errors due to the human factor.

2. Coordination

Coordination refers to moving the vehicles in an optimal way, not to hinder the scheduled

routes of other vehicles. It also refers to the planning of maintenance services and optimal

utilization of facilities and personnel in the depot.

3. Transparency

Many disagreements and deficiencies occur due to that actors do not have access to accurate

data. Transparency is achieved by providing accurate real-time data regarding the processes

in the depot to all involve parties.

These objectives are in line with the objectives for implementing RFID identified in previous studies

(Ustundag, 2013; Ngai et al., 2014; He et al., 2014). Ustundag (2013) has identified process efficiency,

accuracy and visibility as some of the benefits of RFID implementations. Increased visibility has also

been identified by Ngai et al. (2014), enabling more accurate scheduling of maintenance operations

and personnel.
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4.3 Value proposition of RFID in train depots

In order to evaluate the possibilities and benefits of RFID, one must understand the technical

requirements. Hence, the European RFID standards are presented, as the vehicles that use the

case depot are tagged accordingly. As found in the literature study, there are three main areas

where benefits of RFID can be found for train depots. These areas are asset tracking, maintenance

and safety. The benefits of RFID have been evaluated in the case depot in these three areas based

on the interviews and observations performed. In the analysis, the usage of RFID by Finish VR

Group has been included as they have come further in this area. Unlike Sweden, Finland still has

a regulated railway market, which has been taken under consideration in the analysis.

4.3.1 European RFID standards in rail

EPCIS (Electronic Product Code Information Standard) is the European standard for RFID in rail

and is provided by GS1 (GS1, 2015). Accordingly, the standard has been implemented in Sweden

and nearly all rail vehicles that use the case depot are equipped with RFID tags in line with EPCIS.

The type of tags as well as how they shall be mounted on the vehicle is part of the standard. EPC

Gen 2 Class 1 tags are used, the tags are passive and operate over a frequency range of 860-960

MHz. Each tagged rail vehicle is identified with a Global Individual Asset Identifier (GIAI), which

identifies each vehicle as an asset. The GIAI makes it possible to unambiguously determine static

information about the vehicle, such as the rail vehicle type, the axle count and the vehicle owner.

Every individual vehicle shall have two tags mounted directly on the vehicle as shown in figure

13. Each of these tags should in turn have a unique GIAI, which enables the inference of vehicle

orientation, the automatic identification of the side or end of the wagon. Further, the tags shall be

placed 0,5-1,1 meters above the railway.

Figure 13: Placement of RFID tags on rail wagon. Source: Revised figure from GS1 (2015).
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4.3.2 Asset tracking

In the case depot, the signalling centre coordinates the movement of vehicles and provides infor-

mation regarding their location. They only have overview of parts of the depot and hence cannot

always provide exact positioning of vehicles. During the interviews with personnel from the train

operators, it was revealed that they do not always know the exact positioning of their vehicles in

the depot. As a consequence, personnel sometimes have to walk around the depot area and man-

ually search for a specific vehicle. According to the head of depot operations at a train operating

company, personnel have to search the depot for vehicles as often as once a week (train operator,

interview 3 ). This is a time-consuming activity that can take up to an hour, thus causing ineffi-

cient use of personnel. Further, train drivers are sometimes not informed about where the train

that they are taking in traffic is located, which can delay the departure time. As tags and not

readers are mounted on the trains, implementing a system which can provide the exact positioning

of vehicles over all tracks in the depot would require a large amount of readers. Hence, from a

cost perspective it could be more advantageous to place the readers on the trains and tags on the

sleepers (Tagmaster, 2019; He et al., 2014).

During the observation of the signalling centre it was apparent that many manual tasks could

be automated. The signalling centre receives timetables of the trains that will enter and leave

the depot during the day. These schedules are printed out on paper and if deviations occur, the

train operator communicates this over the phone to the signalling centre. To reduce the number

phone calls made to communicate deviations from the schedule, a similar RFID system that has

been implemented in the London Underground could be adopted (Jackson, 2016). Readers would

then be placed by the platforms at the train stations or at other suitable locations to compare the

real-time location of trains to their scheduled location. The information should be automatically

forwarded to the signalling centre to indicate delays and deviations. This information is also of

interest the maintenance suppliers, which has been noted during the interviews and observations

and will be discussed under the section Maintenance 4.3.3.

The tracks in the depot are equipped with sensors which send information regarding the loca-

tion of vehicles to a graphic system used by the signalling centre. However, the sensors do not

provide information regarding the train number. In order to associate the trains with their correct

train numbers, the personnel manually fill in the train number when trains enter the depot in ac-

cordance with the schedule. This manual process could be automated with an automatic vehicle

identification (AVI) system, which also would reduce the risk of human errors (Masek et al., 2016).

In Finland, VR Group has implemented such a system in some of their depots. Fixed readers are

placed at the entrance of the depots to register the unique id-numbers of the passing vehicles (VR

Group, interview). The information is forwarded to the signalling centre and automatically inte-

grated with their IT-system in real-time. An AVI system provides the exact composition of vehicles

in a trainset. If only the train numbers are registered there is always a risk that the train registered

is actually composed of other vehicles than what was listed. This information is important for au-
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tomation of documentation in other depot related services. In the case depot, several stakeholders

have requested a better overview of which vehicles that are in the depot (Maintenance suppliers,

interview 2; Coordination services, interview 4, 5 & 6 ). Hence, real-time information from RFID

readers, scanning trains that enter and exit the depot would be beneficial for the overall operations

in the depot.

Before a train leaves for traffic, personnel manually verifies that trains have the right composi-

tion of vehicles (Coordination services, interview 5 ). While walking alongside the wagons, the

personnel compares the composition of vehicles with a paper copy of the intended order. This

process is currently being digitized by implementing tablets instead of using pen and paper. VR

Group has automated this process with the use of RFID. The company uses hand-held readers to

interrogate each vehicle’s tag to confirm the right composition of vehicles in a trainset before going

out in traffic (VR Group, interview).

4.3.3 Maintenance

To investigate the benefits of implementing RFID in the maintenance operations, one must first

identify what information that is currently being collected and exchanged. Further, to understand

if it is valuable to automate the collection of data one must understand how the data is collected,

how it is communicated and its accuracy. This information has therefore systematically been col-

lected for each maintenance service in the depot through interviews and observations. The results

are presented in the section below. The matrices show what information is communicated, between

which actors, through what medium and the identified problems. The information that is requested

by the stakeholders have also been listed to systematically investigate if that information could be

collected with RFID. The result has been analyzed based on the identified key objectives; commu-

nication, coordination and transparency.

Wheel lathe

Trains need to get their wheels turned regularly as they quickly wear out and get uneven. The

wheel lathe observed and analyzed is located in another depot than the case depot. However, also

the case depot has a wheel lathe.
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Exchange of

information

(bold text shows the

stakeholder communicating

the information)

Medium

used
Problem areas

Requested data

(bold text shows the

stakeholder requesting

the data)

TO: Train number, time

of arrival, number of

axles to turn

MS: Confirmation of free

time slot, estimation of

time needed

Phone

Trains are often run in traffic

after the damage has been

classified, resulting in that

the wheels get more

damaged before the train

arrives at the lathe and more

time than estimated is

needed for the process

MS: Train number,

time of arrival,

number of axles to

turn, accurate

information regarding

the extent of turning

needed

TO: Estimated time

needed for turning

MS: Eventual changes in

estimated time plan

TO: Requesting updates

in time plan

Phone

TO: Continues

updates and if the

vehicle is expected to

be finished on set time

TO: The information

automatically

provided from the

lathe machine

MS: Notifies TO that

vehicle is finished.

TO: contacts SW to

pickup the vehicle

Phone

MS: Copy of report

automatically produced

by the lathe machine

Email

TO wants the report

automatically sent from the

lathe machine

MS = Maintenance supplier, TO = Train operators, SW = Switchmen

Train operators have expressed that they want to know the start and finish time of lathe work on

vehicles as well as real-time information about vehicles being turned. Installing RFID readers at
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the entrance/exit of the service station is not an option to provide that information as vehicles

sometimes have to exit through the entrance and move back and forth when moving different axles

to the lathe machine. Hence, registering when trains pass the entrance and exit is not enough

to conclude when the work has started or finished. A better solution would be to use hand-held

readers and scan the vehicle when the work is started and finished.

Further, train operators have requested to get the report produced by the lathe machine auto-

matically sent to them. One of the benefits for the train operator with such a solution would be

real-time information and updates of the progress of the work. Another benefit is the time savings

that could be captured if the information would be automatically integrated into their IT-system,

eliminating the need for manually filling in the information. For the maintenance supplier such a

solution would result in time savings by eliminating the non-value adding activity of printing the

report for every vehicle, scanning and emailing it to the train operator. This system does not require

RFID. However, RFID could be installed to automatically register the vehicle ID, vehicle type and

which axle is being turned. This information is today manually filled in by the personnel. With

the current standard of how RFID tags are mounted on vehicles, one reader would be sufficient to

register vehicle ID and vehicle type. However, installing readers to automatically register which

axle is being turned would be more complicated due to the diversity of the train fleet. Different

train types have different composition of axles and there is not one positioning of a reader that is

sufficient to accurately determine which axle is being turned for all train types. If the standard of

RFID tags would be updated to all axles at every vehicle being tagged, a RFID reader could be

mounted on the lathe and collect all the requested information.

Along the rail tracks in Sweden, the Swedish Transport Administration has installed RFID readers

and sensors for predictive maintenance of wheels. These sensors only register great damage but

more rigorous scanning technology for predictive maintenance and optimization of turning is avail-

able at the market. For example, both Alstrom and Siemens have developed such technology, the

systems are utilizing RFID for identification of the vehicle (Siemens, 2019; Alstom, 2014). Installing

RFID in combination with a sensor system, providing detailed information about the health of the

wheels could improve the coordination and communication. The maintenance supplier would get

more precise information about the condition of the axles, facilitating better planning of the service

and optimizing the utilization of the lathe machine. The train operator could use the information

to avoid situations where vehicles have to be taken out of traffic due to large damages and better

coordinate their fleet of vehicles in terms of maintenance and traffic. This type of scanning system

would advantageously be placed where trains regularly pass, for example at the entrance of the

depot. The information from the sensors on the rail tracks is forwarded to the train operators

who in turn interprets the data and sends work orders to the maintenance supplier. VR Group

has automated this process, the information from the track-side readers is sent to the operational

management as well as directly to the maintenance station. Further, the company has automated

the information transfer from the lathe machine as discussed above. By automating all the men-
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tioned exchange of information, large time savings can be captured, and accuracy of the data can

be assured.

Conclusively, the communication and transparency of the turning process could be improved by

automating the information flow. Hand-held readers could be used as discussed but the only direct

value that RFID brings in this context is eliminating the manual task of registering the vehicle-ID,

train type and start and finish time. However, as the maintenance station services about two trains

per day, this is not a time-consuming activity and thus the time savings would likely be marginal.

The information could be shared with train operators in real-time, without the use of RFID.

Decontamination

The case depot has one facility where vehicles are decontaminated from cadaver and graffiti. The

facility is rented by a maintenance supplier who provides its services to all train operators. Ve-

hicles with graffiti are restricted from being run in traffic and cadaver needs to be contaminated

as soon as possible after the accident has occurred. Hence, this activity cannot be scheduled far

in advance and is usually performed the same day as the accident happened or the graffiti was

detected. Vehicles with the need to be contaminated from cadaver have to pass this station before

any other service activity can be performed. The matrix below shows the information exchanged

at the service station.
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Exchange of
information
(bold text shows the

stakeholder
communicating the

information)

Medium
used

Problem areas

Requested data
(bold text shows the
stakeholder requesting

the data)

MS: Confirmation of
free time slot,

estimation of time
needed

Phone,
depot

owner’s
booking

system and
TO’s

internal
IT-system

The IT-system for booking
time slots is not used due
to that it is not regularly

updated and real-time
confirmation is needed from

MS and TO.

MS & TO: Arrival
time, vehicle number,

time of finished
decontamination,

cadaver/graffiti, time
of pickup, time of

finished work
(including cleaning of

premises)

MS: Eventual delays in
estimated time plan

TO: Requesting
updates in time plan

Phone

Workers do not always hear
the phone due to high
sound from machines,

resulting in unauthorized
personnel visiting the site

for contact.

TO: Real time
information about the
train in the premises
and estimated time

until work is finished

MS: Start and end time
of work, what work has
been performed and by

which personnel

IT-system
provided by
depot owner

and TO’s
internal

IT-system

TO can not confirm that
the declaration is correct,
sometimes large deviations

occur from TO’s own
estimations.

MS: Notifies TO that
vehicle is finished.

TO: contacts SW to
pickup train

Phone

MS believes that this
communication is not

working well as trains are
often picked up late.

MS = Maintenance supplier, TO = Train operators, SW = Switchmen

During the interviews and observation of the decontamination facility both maintenance suppliers

and train operators expressed the need for improved communication. RFID could be used to im-

prove the communication by providing real-time information of when a vehicle enters the facility,

when the process is started and when it is finished. This information is currently being communi-

cated via telephone and later entered into IT-systems by both the maintenance supplier and the

train operators. This is a time-consuming process, causing inefficiencies in the work flow. The depot

owner facilitates a booking system where the train operators or maintenance supplier can register

scheduled maintenance of vehicles. This system is practically never used as the train operators
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usually call the maintenance supplier to book a time slot. The reason for this is the complexity

of the process and the inability to accurately estimate the time needed per vehicle. Therefore,

the train operators need to speak to the maintenance supplier before scheduling a service as they

can give a better assessment of a suitable time slot for the individual vehicle. Further, as also the

maintenance supplier struggles to give accurate estimations of the time needed, adjustments of the

schedule is continuously communicated via phone.

Another problem expressed during the interviews is that train operators do not always know which

vehicle that is currently in the facility. With RFID technology this information can be transparent

and available in real-time for all train operators who use the facility. The finishing time could

also be shared with switchmen who, in combination with other systems and devices, could get a

notification of when a vehicle is ready for pick up. When a vehicle has been decontaminated, the

maintenance supplier calls the train operator who in turn calls for a switchman to move the vehicle

from the facility. The facility is only big enough to fit one rail-car, so if a larger part of a train

needs to be decontaminated a switchman has to come and move the vehicle as the maintenance

workers cannot do that themselves. Personnel from the maintenance supplier have expressed that

the communication between the switchmen and the train operators is not always efficient as it

sometimes can take hours before a switchman moves the vehicle. Another important reason for this

delay is the fact that there is not enough switchmen in the depot to handle the large amount of

traffic. The workload of the switchmen can be very uneven as the occupancy rate in the depot is

significantly higher during certain hours of the day (Coordination services, interview 5 ). If vehicles

are not moved from the service station in time, the maintenance worker is hindered from starting

the necessary cleaning process of the facility. This will in turn result in that the train operator is

charged more than necessary for the service and sometimes delays occur as other vehicles are unable

to enter the facility. Hence, coordination could be improved with faster transmission of real-time

data, which ultimately would reduce costs.

Hand-held readers could be efficient for this service as the maintenance worker could scan the

vehicle to register the exact start and finish time of the process. After the starting time has been

registered the maintenance supplier should be able to enter what type of decontamination that is

performed; removal of graffiti or cadaver. This is valuable information to the train operators as it

facilitates for better coordination and scheduling of vehicles in need of the service. Only one vehicle

can be decontaminated at a time and when a train hits an animal it has to be decontaminated

as soon as possible. Therefore, the process of removing graffiti is sometimes stopped in favor of

a train that needs to be decontaminated from cadaver. Having transparent information regarding

the process would ease the planning for the train operator (Train operator, interview 3 ).

Another problem is that the maintenance provider has the perception of that train operators do

not understand the decontamination process. The process depends on several factors such as type

of paint and the extent of the accident. Therefore, it is difficult for the maintenance supplier to give
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an accurate estimation of the time required for the decontamination. As there is often a tight time

schedule before the vehicles need to be out in traffic again, the train operators call for continuous

updates of the process. In order to answer the phone, the maintenance personnel have to take off

the protective gear and pause the operation. Also, due to the loud environment the workers do

not always hear the ringtone. This sometimes results in that the train operators’ personnel visit

the facility during the process, which is forbidden due to safety restrictions. Further, the train

operators have expressed that they are unable to confirm that the decontamination is being carried

out efficiently. Transparency of the work process is important in order for the train operators to

be able to validate the accuracy of the invoices. However, it is difficult to automate this type of

information using RFID as the process is not linear. RFID technology only provides information

regarding vehicle ID, passage time of a certain location and direction of movement. To provide

information continuously regarding the status of the process, additional systems would have to be

integrated into the RFID system.

Although using RFID readers could be less time consuming than making phone calls, it still re-

quires the maintenance worker to pause the process to send the information. In order for the RFID

readers to improve the efficiency of the process, the personnel should be able to use the devices

while wearing their protective gear. For this to be possible, the devices have to be easy to use with

gloves on, for example have big buttons. Also, they should be water resistant so that they can be

cleaned together with the rest of the equipment after the process is finished.

To summarize, the key objectives for improvement of the efficiency and effectiveness in this service

area are communication and transparency. However, RFID technology will not be sufficient to

reach these objectives if it is not integrated with supplementary systems. The benefit that RFID

would bring to this service station is real-time information regarding the start and finish time of

the decontamination of a vehicle as well as which vehicle that is currently being decontaminated.

Wastewater disposal

The case depot has one wastewater disposal facility which has two rail tracks. Most trains pass this

station to empty the tanks of all vehicles in the train once a day. As the service station is close to

the entrance of the depot it is usually the first maintenance station that trains pass. The facility is

operated by one maintenance supplier and used by all train operators.
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information
(bold text shows the

stakeholder communicating
the information)

Medium
used

Problem areas

Requested data
(bold text shows the
stakeholder requesting

the data)

TO: Schedule of arriving
trains Email with
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schedule more in advance

MS: Schedule over
arriving trains

TO: Vehicle number
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real time.
MS: Confirmation of

which trains have been
emptied. Register

deviations of numbers of
vehicles in the train.

Email with
excel list

TO wants the information
earlier

MS = Maintenance supplier, TO = Train operators, SW = Switchmen

Two times a day the maintenance supplier receives a schedule over the trains that will arrive to the

service station. The schedule is printed out on paper by the personnel operating the service station.

For updates regarding deviations from the schedule, the maintenance personnel use mobile applica-

tions developed for passengers by the Swedish Transport Administration on their personal mobile

phones. With the application the personnel can see when the trains are expected to arrive at their

end station, which gives an indication of when they should arrive to the depot and the wastewater

disposal facility. The maintenance supplier has expressed that they want real-time information of

which trains have entered the depot. In the case depot, it is the same maintenance supplier that

manages the wastewater disposal facility as the decontamination facility. Real-time information of

where the trains are located would therefore facilitate better coordination and utilization of person-

nel between the two stations. Installing RFID readers at the entrance of the depot would provide

this information as discussed under the section 4.3.2 Asset tracking.

The personnel at the wastewater disposal facility register the trains that have been emptied by

taking notes on the printed copy of the schedule. This information is later entered into an excel

file and emailed to the maintenance supplier, who in turn manually enters the information into

their IT-systems. It can take several days until the train operator receives the information regard-

ing which tanks that have been emptied. The lack of real-time data hinders the planning of this

activity and results in that tanks of vehicles are emptied more often than needed (Train operator,

interview 3 ). During the interviews with train operators they have explicitly requested a faster

transmission and more accurate data to facilitate better coordination of maintenance activities.

The transmission of data could be automated by installing RFID readers to register the vehicles

passing the maintenance station. By integrated the RFID system with the maintenance suppliers’
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and the train operators’ IT-systems, the activity of manually filling in information could be reduced

to rare occasions, for example to report faulty parts of tanks. Another problem, which could be

solved with RFID, is the fact that the schedules only present the train numbers and not the vehicle

numbers. If a train-set has a different number of wagons than expected or if a different train than

what was listed on the schedule arrives, the maintenance personnel memorize this and later notes

the deviation on the printed schedule. RFID could be used to automate the registration of these

deviations and eliminate the risk of errors due to the human factor.

It is advantageous to place the RFID readers of such a system at the exit of the service sta-

tion. The reason for this is that trains occasionally both enter and exit the service station through

the exit. These trains do not pass the entrance of the service station and would therefore not be

registered if the reading point would be located at the entrance. Further, as the service station has

two tracks, either two readers would have to be installed, one on each track, or one reader capable

of registering vehicles on both tracks.

The key objectives to facilitate more efficient and effective operations at this service station are

transparency and communication. Transparency is achieved by providing real-time information

regarding the trains arrival times and which vehicles that have emptied their tanks. The communi-

cation could be improved with RFID to reduce the amount of manual work for both the maintenance

supplier and train operators.

Workshop

Workshop maintenance includes reparations as well as periodic preventative maintenance. In the

case depot each train operator has their own service station for workshop maintenance. Train op-

erators procure maintenance with maintenance suppliers for each train type in their fleet. Hence,

as train operators can operate several models, they can have several maintenance suppliers.
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and

IT-systems

MS and TO often have
different perception of the

actual start and finish time

MS = Maintenance supplier, TO = Train operators, SW = Switchmen

From the interviews and observations of the workshop, the lack of transparency has been identified

as a central issue. The maintenance supplier and the train operator often have different opinions

regarding delivery times of vehicles. Delays in the workshop can be caused by the fact that vehicles

are not delivered by the train operator to the maintenance station in time, or it could be caused by

the fact that the maintenance supplier did not finish the work on time. If the delays in the work-

shop result in that a train is delayed for traffic, penalties will be applied. The actor responsible

for the delay bears the cost of the penalty. Further, if the train operator delivers the train later

than agreed and extra personnel is taken in from a third party, the cost for that personnel is payed

by the train operator. The perception of when the maintenance work is started and finished, and

when the vehicle is delivered and picked up is often split between the maintenance supplier and the

train operator, leading to time consuming discussions and tensions between the parties.

As for the other service stations, the vehicles are not always delivered and picked up from the

workshop in time, resulting in unnecessary costs for idle time of maintenance personnel. The rea-

son for this can be inefficient communication between the operative depot management and the

switchers. Installing RFID readers at the entrance and exit of the workshop would provide accu-

rate real-time information of when the vehicles arrive and leave the workshop. Readers should also

be placed inside the workshop to indicate the start and finish time of the work. For this, hand-held
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readers could be a good solution as the maintenance worker could then scan the vehicle at the

exact time of start and finish. This data would visualize how long each vehicle is in the workshop,

information that could be used for measuring the efficiency gains of improved operations. During

interviews both vehicle owners and the maintenance provider has requested this data (Train oper-

ator, interview 3 ; Maintenance supplier, interview 3 ). A train owner’s Head of depot operations

has wished for it to be automatically sent to the operative depot management’s personnel’s’ phones

in real-time. The train operator has also requested real-time information of which vehicle that is

currently in the workshop for better planning of vehicle utilization and coordination. This could

be realized with RFID readers.

The maintenance work requires a lot of documentation for quality assurance. A safety coordi-

nator at a maintenance supplier estimates that each maintenance worker spends at least 30 minutes

of their workday on documentation (Maintenance supplier, interview 10 ). As for today, the per-

sonnel use pen and paper for documentation but a pilot of using tablets is being realized. Among

the information that is being documented are the tools used, vehicle part, operations performed

and personnel performing the maintenance. This process could be made more efficient by tagging

vehicle parts and tools as discussed by Ngai et al. (2014). With hand-held readers, the id-number

of the tool and vehicle part could automatically be transmitted, resulting in time savings and elim-

inating the risk of errors due to the human factor. Ngai et al. (2014) have identified three main

advantages of using RFID in this context: reduced maintenance operations’ cycle times; less safety

stock is required; and improved quality. As only the ID-number of the tool and vehicle part has to

be stored in the tag, passive tags with small memories could be used. This type of solution could

be integrated with the train operators’ planning systems to automate work orders, similar to the

system incorporated by VR Group (Wessel, 2011). With the hand-held readers, the maintenance

personnel could interrogate each vehicle’s tag and digitally receive the work orders to their tablets.

When a task is finished, the maintenance personnel can digitally attest that the service has been

performed. When scanning the tag, the maintenance history of the vehicle or component could also

be presented. Further, VR Group attaches RFID tags to vehicle parts which are being dismantled

from the vehicle for reparation. This has increased the transparency and enabled for traceability of

components (VR Group, Interview). In difference to VR Group, implementing a similar system in

the case depot would involve both train operators and maintenance suppliers as the train operators

would have to ensure that all parts of all vehicles would be tagged and maintenance suppliers would

utilize the technology in their operations. It would therefore be a joint incentive where the parties

would have to agree on the responsibilities and costs of the project.

RFID can be installed in combination with Wayside Train Monitoring Systems (WTMS), as has

been implemented by the Swedish Transportation Administration. The information gathered is

used for identification of severe defects, which could damage the tracks. During interviews, train

operators have expressed that they want more comprehensive scanning of their vehicles as more de-

tailed data could enable predictive maintenance and optimization of the activities in the workshop.
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There are techniques available on the market for such scanning, however it is not yet implemented

in Sweden. These systems provide information of the condition of the vehicle and uses RFID to

connect the condition report with the vehicle number. Such a scanning system could be installed

at the entrance of the depot, scanning all passing vehicles and transmitting the data in real-time to

interested stakeholders. In the workshop, a lot of time is spent manually scanning the vehicles for

defects (Maintenance supplier, interview 3 ). Further, the maintenance suppliers struggle to find

enough personnel as there is not enough people with the right competences. The time savings that

a scanning system could bring would result in that both personnel and facilities could be better

utilized.

Carriage cleaning

Carriage cleaning is carried out in-between each rout and is often performed at the end station

before the next departure of the train. This activity has no dedicated facility in the case depot,

and when performed within the depot, it is often performed on the stabling tracks.

Carriage cleaning is planned by the train operators. The maintenance provider interviewed re-

ceives a schedule of arriving trains and a lists of cleaning activities for each trainset (Maintenance

supplier, interview 2 ). Additionally, a lot of phone calls are made to communicate deviations from

the schedule and the maintenance supplier calls the the train operator to notify when the cleaning of

a vehicle is finished. This communication could be digitized with RFID tags and hand-held readers

as has been done in Finland (Wessel, 2011). Information regarding the maintenance activities that

should be performed could be sent to hand-held readers when a maintenance worker scans a vehicle’s

tag. The list for that particular vehicle should then be displayed to the maintenance operator who

could mark a task as being finished on the device. When a maintenance worker is finished cleaning

the vehicle, that information could be forwarded to train operator via the hand-held reader. When

scanning the same vehicle again, information indicating that the vehicle has been cleaned should

appear on the screen of the reader.

Property maintenance

To ensure safe rail transportation within the depot, continuous inspections to control the condi-

tion of the facility are performed (Depot owner, interview 1 ). This is an analogous process where

the maintenance personnel manually search the depot area for the specific facility that is in need

of reparation. RFID could be installed to parts of the facility as has been done in the London

Underground to enhance efficiency and effectiveness of this process (Collins, 2006). There, RFID

tags have been installed on the sleepers to digitally broadcast their location to the maintenance

workers’ mobile devices and provide information of when they were laid and last repaired. With

hand-held readers, personnel could easily submit information regarding the identified damage. In

the case depot, information regarding the status of a part of the facility where damage has been

reported, is often lost due to the lack of documentation (Depot owner, interview 1 ). The damage

is often reported to maintenance workers via phone calls, leaving room for misconceptions and that
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information is lost in the transmission to third parties. The tags would provide more accurate

information regarding the status of the facility and visualize the location of faulty parts, which

could reduce the time spent looking them.

4.3.4 Safety

Safety in train depots concerns the safety of personnel and the facilities. Accidents often result in

damage of the facility, but personnel are rarely injured. According to a depot safety coordinator,

accidents occur in the company’s depots as often as once a week and often result in costly repa-

rations of the facility (Dept owner, interview 10 ). The damaged depot equipment can also result

in delayed depot operations, which in turn delays traffic on the main railway. There are four clas-

sifications of safety measures in depots: immaterial, technical, physical and symbolic. Immaterial

measurements regard laws and restrictions for safe rail transportation. Technical measurements

are technical systems, for example automatic brake systems. Physical measurements are physical

hinders such as buffer stops, hindering the vehicles from entering specific tracks. Lastly, symbolic

measures are signals and signs. Most accidents occur due to that the driver of the vehicle disregards

the symbolic or immaterial safety measures. Recently, such an accident caused a power outage of

a whole depot (Dept owner, interview 10 ).

In the case depot, damaged ports are common due to collision accidents (Depot owner, inter-

view 1 ). In combination with speed indicators, RFID systems could be used to detect if vehicles

approach closed ports with high speed. If the risk of a coalition is detected, technical or symbolic

safety measures could be used to avoid an accident. Technical measures could be realized with

automatic braking systems or automatic port openers. This is in line with Malakar and Roy (2014)

findings that RFID can be used to prevent collisions of vehicles, resulting in damage of equipment

or property. A problem with this solution is however the fact that vehicles run in low speed (ca 2-5

km/h) in the depot and that it can take up to 5 seconds after pulling the until the train starts to

decelerate. Hence, it is difficult to set a fixed threshold value of the speed that would realize the

safety measures but still not take too strict precautionary measures. Too strict precautions could

result in a less efficient flow of vehicles as well as a risk of the personnel perceiving the system as

a hinder in their operations. The benefit of using RFID in such a system is that the vehicle’s ID

could be read and depending on the technical specifications of the brakes, the system can adapt

the speed limit.

Implementing an automatic braking system would be a difficult incentive to realize given the many

stakeholders involved. Some train operators lease their vehicles from train owners, and some have

full ownership of their fleet. Therefore, implementation of an automatic braking system to the

existing fleet of trains would involve both train operators and train owners. Regulatory authorities

would also be involved as they have to approve the safety measures and depot owners would have

to realize the technical investments. Implementing automatic port openers would be a less bureau-

cratic incentive that would not involve as many actors. Such a system could be implemented by the
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depot owner alone (Depot owner, interview 1 ). However, some of the collision accidents are caused

by drivers that set the gear for the wrong direction of movement when leaving the maintenance

facility. As it takes about 15 seconds to open the ports, installing an RFID system to detect if

a vehicle is approaching closed ports would not be sufficient for preventing vehicles from colliding

with ports when leaving the service stations. For that to be possible, the ports would have to be

replaced with ports that can open faster.

RFID could also be used to increase the safety of the maintenance personnel in the depot. Safety

for the personnel is highly important and therefore there are several physical safety measures in use.

These safety measures follow a sequence of physical events that have to be performed in a particular

order. If the sequence is not followed, the maintenance activities are hindered from preceding. For

example, in the decontamination facility the supply of water is disconnected until the electricity

has been disconnected from the vehicle. RFID could be used to increase the safety in workshops by

installing RFID tags to equipment and the personnel’s clothes. Readers could be installed in the

workshop to scan where items and personnel are located, indicating if there is a risk for accidents.

For example, readers could be installed in the pits in the workshop to scan if personnel are in it.

If so, the vehicle should be hindered from moving to protect the personnel. This would imply that

other IT systems would have to be installed in conjunction with RFID technology. Such safety

systems based on the location of equipment and personnel could be installed in other parts of the

depot where the risk of injury or accidents are high.

Conclusively, installing RFID for safety measures will not increase the efficiency or effectiveness

of the daily operations in the depot. However, it will reduce the risk of accidents that occasionally

decreases the efficiency and effectiveness. RFID can be used to automate safety measures that

could reduce the risk of accidents due to the human factor. As mentioned, most of the accidents

occur due to that personnel disregard the symbolic and immaterial safety measures. RFID could be

used in conjunction with other IT systems to automate these safety measures, transforming them

to technical ones.

4.3.5 Capturing the values on local level

The values of RFID have been analyzed on individual level for each maintenance station. This

section will aggregate these values and apply them on a local level, to analyze the efficiency gains

for the entire depot system. When analyzing the operations on an individual level, the process

perspective has been used and focus has been on increasing the efficiency for each service activity.

As the different service stations are interdependent, delays in one station can cause chain reac-

tions of delays in other service stations. Improved efficiency in one service station could therefore

improve the efficiency of the whole depot. As stated by the Head of depot operations at a train

operators, ”the depot should be considered a single system, which needs to function as efficiently

and effectively as possible to ensure that the industry reaches its punctuality goals”. To capture

the values of increased efficiency on local level it is important to also analyze the second component
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of the process perspective, that is the flow of information that connects the activities to form the

system. The results from previous sections show that the lack of accurate, real-time data slackens

the efficiency and effectiveness of the operations in each service station. By installing RFID readers

at optimal locations in the depot, real-time data could be provided. The data could be shared to

all actors requesting the information via a local depot management system, providing an overview

of all operations and location of vehicles. This would improve the communication and so also the

efficiency of the whole system. When analyzing the depot on the local level, efficient coordination

is highly important as it enables the vehicles to timely exit the depot and optimize utilization of

facilities and personnel. The transparency that RFID brings, by providing real-time data regarding

the status and location of vehicles in the depot, can ease the planning and coordination for the

operative depot management and the signalling centre. Transparency is also valuable as many of

the service stations are used by several train operators. Hence, increased transparency could ease

coordination and reduce the number of phone calls made regarding the availability of facilities.

Information that is communicated between the stakeholders in one service station can be ben-

eficial for other actors in the depot as well, even though they are not directly involved in the

particular service. Collecting the data from RFID readers in a local depot system is therefore ben-

eficial as synergies can be found to enhance the efficiency of other operations. For example, before

a train can leave the depot to go out in traffic it has to be examined to verify that the planned

maintenance activities have been performed, to ensure the safety and comfort of the passengers. If

the information regarding what maintenance operations have been performed on particular vehicles

was stored in a local database, a part of this verification process could be digitized. For example,

the personnel checking the train could scan the vehicles’ tags with hand-held readers to assure the

right composition of vehicles in the train and that maintenance has been performed on all vehicles.

Ustundag (2013) states that RFID should be seen as a tool for continuous improvements as it

contributes to identifying areas where processes can be improved. During the interviews it was

apparent that there is a lack of documentation. When initiating this study, historical data of all

operational activities and the movement of vehicles was requested by the authors of this report.

However, no stakeholder had this data. Such data could have been used to identify bottlenecks

and inefficiencies in the system. Instead solely qualitative methods could be used for the research.

A great value that RFID technology would bring is large amounts of data, which would enable

quantitative analysis for future improvements.

If a RFID system for information collection is successfully developed, the data could be used in

a decision management system (Saygin and Tamma, 2012). With the use of artificial intelligence,

the system could provide dynamic resource allocation as well as optimizing the coordination of

vehicles. Real-time data could be used for the management system to respond to operational needs

and available resources in the depot. For example, if the management system would have access to

data over the planned maintenance and departure times for all vehicles in the depot, the system
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could coordinate and optimize the vehicles’ scheduled routs. Further, such a system could respond

to delays and update the schedules accordingly. Saygin and Tamma (2012) state that the greatest

value for such a system can be found among limited resources, which in the case depot mainly

concerns the tracks, maintenance stations and switchmen. The system could be used to optimize

the utilization of the limited number of tracks and service stations. Further, such a system could

reduce the number of personnel needed in operational management and in the signalling centre.

Time savings could also be captured by maintenance suppliers and switchmen as their resources

could be allocated in an optimal way. VR Group is currently investigating such a management sys-

tem, however it has yet not been implemented. The company is also investigating a management

system for depot resource allocation on a regional level. This system will coordinate in which depot

each vehicle should perform the maintenance activities needed. The system will be able to respond

to the planned routs of the vehicles, that is which depots the vehicles will be passing, as well as

available resources in each depot (VR Group, interview). In difference to the case depot, VR Group

has been utilizing RFID for almost ten years to automate and digitize some of the work processes in

their depots. The company has gathered enough knowledge and data to start developing a decision

management system. This reasoning is also expressed by personnel in the case depot. A suitable

initiation of a decision management system would be to install readers in small scale in the depot

to collect data and gather knowledge. In the future, an AI solution could be implemented (Train

operator, interview 3 ).

4.4 Chapter summary

Efficient and effective depot operations is of high importance as it enables safe and timely train

traffic. The primary stakeholders of depots can be categorized as train operators, maintenance

suppliers, depot owners and coordination service suppliers. Each category of stakeholders consists

of several competing actors, which is an important reason for the complexity of the system. This

factor has been considered when identifying three key objectives for achieving efficient and effective

depot operations in deregulated markets, that is communication, coordination and transparency.

The value of RFID has been analyzed within the areas; asset tracking, maintenance and safety.

Opportunities for achieving the key objectives with the use of RFID were identified within each of

the areas. The result shows that the real-time data that RFID brings is of great value as it enables

automation of manual tasks, eliminating non-value adding activities. It also enables for more

accurate documentation of depot related processes and facilitates a faster exchange of information.

On a local level, the real-time data could be used in a local depot management system, improving

the coordination, communication and transparency for all stakeholders.
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5 Discussion

In this section the findings presented in the results & analysis chapter are discussed. Firstly, the

results are discussed in relation to the findings in the literature review. Secondly, the reliability of

the result is discussed. The main research question is then discussed with focus on the realizability

of a RFID implementation and its implications. Lastly, a discussion of how the values of RFID can

be captured in deregulated markets is presented.

The benefits of using RFID in train depots, identified in this thesis, are in line with the find-

ings from the literature review. This regards studies of the railway industry but also other in-

dustries and business areas such as airplane maintenance and supply chain management (Saygin

and Tamma, 2012; Ngai et al., 2014; Ustundag, 2013). Commonly identified values in previous

studies are increased visibility, traceability and accuracy of information (Ngai et al., 2014; Landt,

2005; Ustundag, 2013), which correlates with the findings of this case study. Previous research has

shown that RFID technology can be used to synchronize activities in organizations characterized

by fragmented business processes (Ustundag, 2013; Khoo, 2013). These studies focus on supply

chain management, where efficient management of numerous disparate sources of information is

central. Synchronizing activities and information is also an important important issue for the case

of this study, thus it is relevant to compare the findings. Ustundag (2013) states that information

regarding the current location and status of products in a supply chain can be gathered and made

visible in real-time with the use of RFID. This enables for companies to synchronize their supply

chains for enhanced productivity. In the case depot, information regarding the location of vehicles

and status of the maintenance processes can be visualized in real-time to all involved actors with the

use RFID. This could improve the synchronization of activities and enhance the effectiveness and

efficiency, which is inline with Ustundag’s statement. Moreover, (Waidringer, 2001) emphasizes the

importance of synchronizing both single activities and the flow of information between them as they

are interdependent. This follows the reasoning that the greatest value of a RFID implementation

is captured by the depot system as a whole.

The framework used has three perspectives which have been applied to this study Waidringer

(2001). The perspectives were well suited for the case and eased the analysis of problem areas and

the process of identifying the key objectives for efficient and effective operations. The framework

was also used to divide the railway system into hierarchical levels. This was used to create an

understanding of how a RFID implementation in an unit of the depot system affects the system as

a whole. It was further used for conceptualizing the relevance of the study as it provided guidelines

for analyzing how improved depot operations can have positive effects on the whole railway system.

Hence, the framework was well suited for systematically analyze the case.

The findings in this report have been validated by several independent actors, which increases

the reliability of the results. To decrease the risk of bias, interviews were held with representatives
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from several companies within each category of stakeholders (except for the depot owner). The

results of the case study were also validated by interviewing a manager from VR Group and re-

viewing the results of their RFID implementations. The reliability of the study could however be

improved by conducting case studies of more than one depot.

5.1 Practical guidelines for RFID implementation

It is interesting to compare the case depot with VR Group’s train depots for several reasons. First

of all, VR Group has come a lot further in implementing RFID, with successful results of increased

efficiency. Studying VR Group’s RFID projects is an opportunity for the case depot to reduce

the risk of pitfalls and to facilitate an effective and efficient implementation. Given the incipient

stage of the case depot, a first initiative could be to install RFID readers in small scale at strategic

locations to automate some of the manual tasks. Real-time data of vehicles entering and exiting

the depot and vehicles arriving and leaving certain service stations as well as the start and finish

time of the maintenance operations is of great value for efficient coordination in the depot. This

data could easily be provided with RFID readers installed at the entrance and exit of the depot

and the different service stations. This could therefore be a suitable first initiative. While grad-

ually installing readers in all the critical locations in the depot, a shared IT-system accessible to

all stakeholders could be developed. The IT-system could provide an oversight of the location of

all vehicles, as well as maintenance history and schedule of depot related activities. The IT-system

should have standardized formats of data and be integrable with the different actors’ IT-systems.

One important reason for this is that most of the actors use a large number of different IT-systems

and are reluctant to implement new ones into their operations. Previous literature has also high-

lighted that when RFID is implemented in processes affecting several actors, establishing a common

information exchange platform and standardized data formats is important (Herrmann et al., 2015).

(Waidringer, 2001) also states that when analyzing transport systems through his framework it is

important to consider the complex structure of transportation systems and that the interfaces be-

tween the different nodes of information need to be efficiently designed to enable a large amount of

transmission of information.

In a later stage, vehicle parts and tools could also be tagged to improve the work shop maintenance

and enable traceability of parts that have been dismantled for reparation. The data provided with

RFID could be used for analyses of further efficiency improvements. This confirms (Dutta et al.,

2007) and (Ustundag, 2013) statements that RFID could be used as a strategic business tool as the

data it provides can be used to identify areas of improvements. As stated by Saygin and Tamma

(2012), a later incentive that could bring value is to, with the use of artificial intelligence, create a

decision management system for automatic optimization of resource utilization in the depot. For

this to be possible, the first mentioned initiatives would have to be realized to provide data. Looking

further into the future, when a sufficient amount of data has been collected, machine learning could

be applied in order for the management system to continuously be improved. Literature covering

machine learning in this context has not been reviewed in this study. When the required amount
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of data has been collected, studying such techniques could bring value.
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When analyzing VR Group’s RFID implementations it is important to take into consideration

the fact that Finland’s railway market is still not deregulated. The large number of independent

actors operating in the case depot makes the realization of a RFID system more complicated. This

research has shown that the large number of actors complicates decision-making and collaboration

between the different units in the depot. Similar results have been presented in previous studies,

showing that the complexity of railway systems increases with the number of actors (Kans et al.,

2016; Waidringer, 2001; SOU, 2013).

5.2 Ownership of the system

As all of the application areas presented in the result involve more than one actor it is apparent

that the greatest value of RFID is not captured by single actors but by the system as a whole. A

large-scale implementation of RFID technology would involve virtually all primary stakeholders of

the depot, hence the realizability is affected by each stakeholder’s incentive to participate in the

project. Some stakeholders would benefit more than others from the system. This is inline with

Ustundag (2013) findings that when a RFID implementation has impact on all of the stakeholders

in the supply chain, the stakeholders often benefit from the implementation in different ways. Us-

tundag (2013) further argues that it is important to assess the benefits for each stakeholder to be

able to share the costs of the implementation accurately. This aspect will be discussed in more de-

tail below. In the case depot, some results of a RFID system could even be a disadvantage for some

actors while benefiting others. For example, if RFID is implemented at the wastewater facility, the

train operators could utilize the real-time information for better planning of the maintenance service

and only empty their tanks when needed. This would result in cost savings for the train operator,

but in loss of income for the maintenance supplier. Hence, from the start of RFID projects which

actor that should own and manage the system has to carefully be considered. When implementing

RFID in a small-scale, for example at the entrance and exit of a service station, the system could

be owned by any of the stakeholders. However, to facilitate for aggregation of data in a local de-

pot management system, all the initial RFID implementations should preferably be owned by one

single actor. The depot owner or the Transport Administration would be suitable owners as they

are the only actors within their respective category of stakeholders. As they have no competitors

within the depot it is more likely that they would see the value of a depot system from a holistic

perspective. Competing actors could be biased towards their own interests. However, the interest

of all stakeholders should be considered and hence the owner of the system should collaborate with
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all involved stakeholders. The result of this thesis shows that the stakeholders in the case depot

do not fully understand each other’s operations. To fully capture the value of an RFID system, it

is important that the operations of all stakeholders are considered. A risk with letting one single

actor realize the incentive is that important factors for some stakeholders are left out, resulting in

that the system will not realize its full potential. One way to ensure that the interests of all actors

are considered is to appoint a management group for the RFID incentive, with representatives from

all actors involved. In line with this, (SOU, 2013) states in its official report that continues feed-

back from all stakeholders during projects concerning the railway infrastructure is highly important.

The RFID readers can be seen as part of the depot facilities and will be in need of continuous

maintenance, therefore the depot owner could be a suitable owner of the system. Also, the depot

owner and the Transport Administration are the only permanent stakeholders as all other actors

have time limited agreements for using the depot facilities. As the market is open for competition,

there is always a possibility of new actors entering the depot system. Hence, the RFID system

should use open standards to allow for interoperability and to ensure independence. This aspect is

also a reason for why the depot owner, or the Transport Administration would be suitable owners

of the system. These two stakeholders are also the only actors who could set up a requirement that

the RFID system must be adopted in order to use the facilities of the depot. On a local level, the

depot owner could require all actors in the depot to use the system for efficient and effective depot

operations. However, to aggregate the data on a regional level to optimize the use of several depots

and the flow between them, the Transport Administration would be a more suitable owner of the

system as there are several depot owners at this level. The Transport Administration could make

the restriction that all actors operating the Swedish railway have to apply the RFID depot man-

agement system to their operations. Train operators and maintenance suppliers use several depots

owned by different companies. If the RFID system was owned by the Transport Administration,

it would therefore be easier to ensure the use of one single system for all depots. Ensuring that

all actors use the system is important as the greatest value of a depot management system can be

captured if used by all involved actors.

As RFID would be used to collect and transfer data between independent actors, also the own-

ership of the data has to be considered. The data provided by a shared depot management system,

i.e. location of the vehicles, scheduled route in the depot and departure times, should not be

viewed as sensitive as it does not contain any confidential information. Competing stakeholders

would benefit from that data is shared as the transparency increases the efficiency of the whole

depot. Similarly, Khoo (2013) suggest that open standards should be used to support data sharing

and transfer between different stakeholders in the supply chain. He further suggest that RFID sys-

tems should be interoperable and that vendor-imposed boundaries to read and write information

should be removed. However, details regarding the condition of vehicles provided by a potential

scanning system, installed in combination with RFID could be viewed as sensitive data. Hence,

Khoo’s statement might not be applicable to a RFID system in the case depot as read-and-write
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rules might be needed to ensure that only authorized actors can access the right data.

The value that RFID can bring to train depots can be argued to be greater for deregulated mar-

kets than for regulated markets. This as the large number of actors increases the complexity of

the system and so also the value of transparency, communication and coordination. However, the

increased number of actors in deregulated markets complicates the implementation of new systems,

intersecting several areas of business. This slackens the digital development within the industry. It

could be valuable for countries to consider this aspect when planning deregulation of their railway

market. To facilitate better coordination and ease the implementation of systems that vertically

span over several organizations and business areas regulations regarding which data that has to be

shared and how the data should be shared, could be deployed. Also, an authority could be made

responsible for technical and digital systems shared by many actors in the railway system. These

are just a few aspects to consider regarding the ownership of the system. More in-depth analyses of

different possible owners and what short and long term implications they would have on the RFID

implementation should be conducted.

5.3 Reflections on sustainability

The topic of this study is closely related to sustainability as the increase in passenger rail traffic is

partially due to the increased demand for environmentally friendly modes of transportation. The

train traffic is responsible for less than one percent of the total pollution from the transport sector.

The reason for this is that electrical trains make up most of the Swedish train fleet, and they have

little impact on the environment (Trafikverket, 2019). Another reason is that not much energy is

needed for moving the trains on the tracks and that trains can carry as many passengers as six

busses or 140 cars. Consequently, trains can carry many passengers traveling far distances using

relatively little energy. Given the environmental impact per passenger-kilometre, the flight traffic

pollutes more than 200 times the train traffic and cars pollute about 100 times more than trains

(Naturv̊ardsverket, 2018).

The aggregated distance travelled by the Swedish population is increasing each year. Since 1950,

the average distance travelled per Swedish inhabitant has increased from 2 800 km to 15 100 km

(Stridsberg and Sundin, 2018). The distance travelled per inhabitant is expected to continue to

grow larger. Adding the growth of the population to the calculation, the total distance travelled

will increase dramatically. It is therefore important to facilitate for travellers to select modes of

transportation with little impact on the environment. However, a study conducted by Sifo shows

that almost every third Swede would rather travel by car or plane than by train. The reason is

the many late arrivals of trains (Byström, 2014). Delays in train traffic have different causes, some

are caused by that trains do not leave depots in time. Efficient depot operations could decrease

this type of delays as discussed in the thesis. Further, effective maintenance could decrease the

risk of that defects are discovered close to a trains departure time, which results in that the train

cannot be replaced or repaired before the time of departure. Effective maintenance can also reduce
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the number of delays due to that trains have to be taken out of traffic due to technical defects.

Conclusively, if RFID can facilitate efficient and effective maintenance operations and reduce the

number of delays in the train traffic, this would likely result in that more travellers would select

this environmentally friendly mode of transportation.
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6 Conclusion

In this section the findings from the conducted case study and literature study will be presented to

answer the research questions. The ideas presented in the discussion will also be used to answer the

main research question. Theoretical and practical contribution will be addressed separately. Finally,

limitations of the research and suggested future research will be discussed.

The aim of this thesis has been to advance the understanding of how RFID technology can be

used in train depots to enhance efficiency and effectiveness of depot operations in deregulated

markets. A case study of a Swedish train depot was conducted to address the research questions,

investigating the possible value enhancement that an installation of RFID readers would bring. The

result of the case study is presented below for each sub-research question and the main research

question.

SRQ1: What are the key objectives for achieving efficient and effective operations of a depot?

Three key objectives for achieving efficient and effective depot operations have been identified.

The identified objectives are inline with findings of previous studies of RFID in rail, airplane main-

tenance and supply chain management (Ustundag, 2013; Ngai et al., 2014; He et al., 2014). The

objectives are communication, coordination and transparency.

1. Communication

Increased efficiency and effectiveness can be achieved with improved communication. Infor-

mation in the depot is often transmitted in a time-consuming way, via phone calls or email

and often pass through several intermediaries. This leads to inefficiencies as well as misun-

derstandings. When possible, data should automatically be fetched and transmitted to the

involved actors’ IT-systems.

2. Coordination

Coordination refers to moving the vehicles in an optimal way, not to hinder the scheduled

routes of other vehicles. It also refers to the planning of maintenance services and optimal

utilization of facilities and personnel in the depot.

3. Transparency

Many disagreements and deficiencies occur in the depot due to that actors do not have accurate

information. By providing accurate real-time data regarding the location of vehicles and

processes in the depot to all involved actors the transparency can be increased, which enables

more efficient and effective operations.

SRQ2: What data, that can be collected with RFID technology, brings value?

The information that can be collected with RFID is vehicle number, passage time and direction
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of movement. If the vehicle number is cross-referenced to a data base, vehicle specific information

such as maintenance history and technical specifications can also be provided. There are three main

areas where the values of RFID can be captured in train depots; asset tracking, maintenance and

safety. Asset tracking concerns the location of vehicles in the depot and the composition of vehicles

in train-sets. This area requires collaborations between all actors of the depot and all of the key

objectives are crucial for achieving efficient and effective asset tracking. RFID can be used to auto-

matically provide real-time information regarding trains entering and leaving the depot, vehicles in

maintenance stations and vehicles’ location on the depot tracks. Further, with hand held readers,

the task of manually verifying the right composition of vehicles in a train-set before going out in

traffic, could be made more accurate and efficient.

The easiest values to capture with RFID within maintenance is the automatic collection and ex-

change of information regarding the start and finish time as well as the delivery and pick up time

of vehicles in different service stations. This information is communicated and documented by

several stakeholders in most of the service stations. With the use of stationary RFID readers, this

information could automatically be collected and visualized in real-time to all stakeholders. The

service station where most processes could be automated with RFID is the work shop maintenance.

By tagging vehicle parts and tools, more information can be collected regarding maintenance his-

tory and fault diagnostics. An important value of RFID that has been utilized in supply chain

management, is the ability to trace spare parts (Ustundag (2013); Ngai et al. (2014); VR Group,

interview). This creates opportunities to improve the efficiency and effectiveness by reducing the

time spent on documentation and by visualizing accurate data.

From a safety aspect, RFID technology alone does not bring any value, unless it is implemented

in combination with other systems as for example a Wayside Train Monitoring System (WTMS).

WTMS is installed in combination with RFID as a means to reduce accidents by enabling preven-

tative maintenance. Further, RFID could be installed in combination with speed detectors and

automatic braking systems to prevent vehicles from colliding with other vehicles or facilities in the

depot. Conclusively, the data that can be provided by RFID that would bring value and increase

the safety of the depot is real-time location of vehicles.

MRQ: How does RFID bring value to the operations within train depots in a deregulated mar-

ket?

Dutta et al. (2007) state that RFID holds a considerable promise to improve an organization’s

ability to manage its operations both in real-time, and strategically. RFID brings different values

to the different stakeholders of the depot. For the stakeholders active in the daily operations, that

is maintenance suppliers, train operators and coordination service suppliers, RFID brings value

by providing accurate real-time data that can automate manual work tasks. An important ben-

efit is the improved communication enabled by the fast transmission of real-time data. Also, the
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data provided by RFID is more accurate and the risk of errors due to the human factor can be

reduced. A great value for the stakeholders active in the daily operations is time savings enabled

by the elimination of non-value adding activities. Personnel is the greatest cost related to mainte-

nance; hence great cost savings could be captured by streamlining the maintenance operations in

the depot. Transparency of information can also increase the actors understanding of each other’s

businesses, improving the relations and decreasing the need for communication, which ultimately

could improve the coordination. The increased amount of accurate data can be used for tracking

spare parts and analyzing maintenance history, improving the effectiveness of the reparations. The

mentioned values ultimately lead to increased efficiency and effectiveness of the depot operations.

From the depot owners’ perspective efficiently used tracks and facilities allows the property owner

to grant more customers access to the properties. Further, it can increase the customer satisfac-

tion, which in turn increases the depot owner’s competitive advantage. The depot owner could also

investigate the possibilities of increasing the company’s income by offering the RFID system as a

product which the tenants of the depot have to pay extra to use. To facilitate an efficient flow of

trains, the depot owner tries to optimize the design of the depot to increase efficiency and effective-

ness of operations. The data collected with RFID could be used for identification of bottlenecks

and potential improvements in the design of the depot.

In regard to the deregulation, a great value of RFID is the possibility to improve the coordination

of vehicles in the depot. A consequence of deregulating the railway market is increased complexity

of the depot system. The large number of independent actors complicates the coordination of ve-

hicles in the depot. Increased transparency of location of vehicles in the depot and fast exchange

of information between stakeholders is valuable in order to enhance the efficiency and effectiveness

in a depot with several interdependent actors.

6.1 Contribution

Most of the research in the area of RFID in depot related functions concern operations with only

one or a small number of actors (Masek et al., 2016; He et al., 2014; Wessel, 2011). This thesis

contributes to the research by focusing on the complexity of RFID implementations in operations

with a large number of actors, and how such a complex system can benefit from automating parts

of its operations with RFID. The study highlights the complexity of coordinating operations with

a large number of actors and how common systems could ease the synchronization. The findings

can be applicable to other system implementations in the Swedish railway market, but it can also

be applicable to other markets with similar preconditions. This is the theoretical contribution of

the thesis.

This study’s practical contribution is that it provides general guidelines for evaluating the value of

RFID projects in train depots. The case study is performed in Sweden, which together with Eng-

land, are the only two countries in the European Union that have fully deregulated their passenger

railway markets. Due to EU-directives, all of the member nations are now following the examples
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of Sweden and England and gradually deregulate their markets.

6.2 Limitations and Future Research

The study investigates how RFID can bring value to train depots and was conducted as a case study

on a train depot. Consequently, the findings of the study are based to the operations of one single

depot. Some of the maintenance services performed in the case depot are performed by several

different actors. However, only one observation per service station has been conducted in the study.

To capture more aspects and increase the validity, several depots could have been observed and

opinions from more actors in each stakeholder category could be used in the analysis. Due to the

time limit this was not possible for this study. For identification of areas of improvements regarding

the efficiency and effectiveness of the depot, quantitative historical data of how trains move in the

depot could have been used. Due to the lack of such data, solely qualitative methods could be

used. As stated by Ustundag (2013), RFID can be seen as a tool for continuous improvements as it

contributes to identifying areas where processes can be improved. The literature regarding RFID in

rail is limited and much of the available literature regarding benefits of RFID in other application

areas was not up to date. Although the technology of RFID has not advanced significantly during

recent years, new technology which can be used in conjunction with RFID has enabled for new

application areas. More resent research in this area could have been beneficial for the study. Lastly,

as this study aims to describe the values of RFID at a strategic level, further in-depth research

could be conducted regarding the technical requirements for particular units of the depot system.
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